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The 
Thesis 
The thesis acts as a milestone, it is the final project 6f my 
formal education at Oklahoma State University, it is a culmination 
of alI the architectural knowledge that I have induced. At the same 
time the thesis is a starting point into the architectural profession. 
My primary goal was to select a project that presented a unique 
situation of designing for the emotions and feelings of the human being. 
It is my thoughts that "true architecture " must be for the people 
who use and perceive it. 
This resulted In my choice for designing a Museum and Resource Center 
for the Vietnam Veterans. 
I felt this unique group of people needed a facility in which 
alI people of the United States could take pride. 
I also feel this project would present an exciting and challenging 
problem, to test my ability as a designer and architect. 
The selected site is just off the mal I in Washington, D.C. In close 
proximity to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. 
My challenge is to provide an extension for the people visiting 
the Vietnam Memorial, yet to act as a seperate entity, to not compete 
with the importance of the memorial and the other historic 
monuments in this area. 




From the beginning of the Vietnam War an air of uncertainty 
has screened the realities that face the Vietnam Veterans. 
We cannot percieve the hardships that befel I those who faught, 
nor can we explain why It happened. 
It is our hope that this Complex wil I have a two fold purpose: 
To serve as an eternal rememberance to those who served thler 
country, that they are no longer perceived as the forgotten 
so i I ders. 
To serve as an educational tool to those who question, 
and to those who wish to become more knowledgeable about 
the Vietnam Veterans and the Vietnam War. 
This Complex wil I atempt to meet those needs by providing the users 
of the Museum and Resource Center with the appropriate functions, 
that wil I serve as a vehicle for education, contemplation and 
personal enlightenment. 
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History 
Washington D.C. is one of the few cities in the world which 
was planned for one purpose ••• to be a national capital. 
Washington was, in truth, nothing more than a compromise. 
This compromise known as the Residence Act, was debated and 
passed on July 12, 1790 proposed seating the capital in a 
10 mile square within a 75 mile stretch of the Potomac. The 
site located between the Potomac and Anacostia Rivers was 
chosen because of the proxcimity of two establ isbed cities 
or towns Alexandria and Georgetown and also because of its 
position at the head of a navigable river. 
The choice of Pierre L'Enfant to plan the Capital City and 
George Washington's extensive familiarity with the natural 
features of the site gave rise to the L'Enfant Plan. With 
alI his French and architecural origins, L'Enfant respect 
for the New World landscape was most evident in the way he 
interest in the countryside at large with his own European 
preferences for nature boldly restructed. The plan's open 
spaces included sites for memorials and other civic art, 
barracks and arsenals, cultural facilities, institutions such 
as hospitals, and some semi-publ lc edifices as merchantile 
exchange and city markets. Streets and avenues were made 
sroad so as to be park I ike, alI of this open space constituted 
a single monumental network, not confined to a single core 
but providing evidence of the National Capital presence 
throughout the area defined by the river's intersection. 
The McMil l.an Plan was concerned with reviving, refining and 
extending the L'Enfant Plan frame work in proportion to 
growth of the National Capital. The McMillan Plan of 1902 
concerned itself with tow main problems: building a park 
system and grouping of public buildings. By connecting 




existing parkland and carrying the Capital 1s park system 
into the outlying areas of the district the plan established 
a systematic character for regional open space. 
By grouping public buildings in formal landscape settings, 
the plan proposed a highly concentrated monumental core most 
conspicuously, the plan included a monumental mal I composition 
to carry on the L'Enfant Plan, this established the mal I 
much as it is now today. 
Today Washington D.C. is continuing the concepts established 
by the L'Enfant and McMillan Plans. By creating agencies such 
as the National Capital Park and Planning Commission and 
the Commission of Fine Arts the city is almost assured of 
continual growth in a manner fitting the United States Capital. 




THE L'ENFANT PLAN 
This draft or "manuscript" 
plan developed a variety of 
interesting and functional 
waterfronts as one of the fun 
damental aspects of the over 
alI city character. 
Those who debated and passed 
the Residence Act of July 12, 
1790, seating the Capitol in 
a 10 mile square within a 75 
mile stretch of the Potomac 
River, may have seemed uncon-
cerned with the physical char 
acter of the Federal Distric. 
Acual ly, thier was no great 
need to cite the two strong-
est advantages of the loca-
tion. It's natural beauty and 
its position of the head of 
a navigable river. 
;t 
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THE McMILLIAN PLAN 
New waterfront quays which 
were developed to provide im-
portant connections and in-
teresting activity between 
the larger park areas. 
Public access was provided in 
the design of the city-wide 
park system as wei I as the 
individual river parks. 
An Important part of this 
system was a new parkway 
along the shores of the Poto-
mac River, from Mt. Vernon to 
Great Fal Is. 
--·--' 
FEET _/· 
THE McMILLAN PLAN, 1901 
lEGEND: 
k~Ha AF!EAS PF!OPOSED FOF! PAF!KS AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS 
- RELATED FACILITIES OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
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Site 
Analysis 





Following an investigation by a Senate committee in 1881, Congress 
appropriated the first funds for the improvement of navigation of the 
Potomac and the reclamation of the Tidal flats and marshes west and 
south of the Washington Monument. 
This project involved dredging the river channel and dumping the dred-
gings so as to fit I the marsh area to a level several feet above high 
tide and flood level. The work proceeded over many years, but by the 
end of the century it had been substantially completed. An enormous area 
more than 600 acres in extent was reclaimed by this operation. Two 
separate tracts of land were created. To the south, stretching approxi-
matily two miles long and paral lei with the old shore! ine of the 
Potomac River, the engineers created a new island, known as East Potomac 
Park. Between the island and the District shore lay the newly deepened 
Washington Channel, to prvide access to wharves and docks. To the north 
the fil I area extended nearly a mile westward from the old water I ine 
which had Feached almost to the foot of the Washington Monument. This 
area, West Potomac Park, also contained a narrow peninsula stretching 
south easterly almost to the tip of the island. In between these two re-
claimed tracts fhe engineers found it necessary to create a tidal basin. 
In 1982 a new "Comprehensive plan for the National Capital" was estab-
1 ished. Within this plan there are several overal I goals which can apply 
to the West Potomac Park area. These are: 
(1) PRESERVE THE IMPORTANT HISTORIC FEATURES OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL 
WHILE PERMITTING NEW DEVELOPMENT WHICH IS RESPECTFUL OF THE 
EXISTING FEATURES. 
(2) CONSERVE THE NATURAL FEATURES AND RESOURCES OF THE NATIONAL 
CAPITAL AND INHANCE CULTURAL AND RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND 
OPEN SPACE OF THE REGION. 
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Topography 
Contours at 10' intervals 
(above water level) 
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A. Noise from automob i I es 
travel I ing on the George 
Washington Memorial Park 
way. 
B. Noise from airplanes, 
which take off from the 
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Views 
A. Distant view to Arlington 
National Cemetary. 
B. Direct view of the Llncol 
Memorial, through trees. 
C. View to the Vietnam ya+o..-u.. 
ans Memorial, through 
trees. 
D. Distant view to the Wash 
ington Monument. 
E. Distant view to the Jeff 
erson Memoria I • 
c9 
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J\. View from the edge of 
the site 1 near the 
Lincoln Memorial to the 
central site area. 
E3. View from independence 
drive, near the Lincoln 
Memoria 11 across the 
Potomac River to Virgini 




~- View from the caner of 
Ohio Drive and lnepen-
dence Avenue, towards 
the Lincoln r-'lemorial. 
D. View across the River to 
George Washington ~1emor­
ial Parkway. Notice Ar-
1 ington Cemetary in very 
distant background. 




E:. Walk along Ohio Drive. 
Notice the George Mason 
Memorial Bridge in the 
background, across the 
River. 
F. View across the River,. 









G. View within the Ti da I 
Basin area, toward the 
Washington Monument. 




' . . 
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I. View across the Ti da I 
Basin to East Potomac 
Park, notice the Jeffer-
son Memoria I • 
J. View across the Tidal 
Basin from the site, 
notice the spires of 
the Smithsonian Castle. 
II 




~- View across the Tidal 
Basin, from the site. 
l.. View from the interior 
portion of the site 
showing the vast opening 
of the interior site. 
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Climatic 
Summary Washington I les at the western edge of the middle Atlantic costal 
plain, about 50 miles east of the Blue Ridge Mountains and 35 miles 
west of the Chesapeake Bay at the junction of the Potomac and 
Anacostia Rivers. Elevations rang·e from a few feet above sea .level 
to about 400 feet in parts of the northwest section of the city. 
Summers are warm and winters mild; generally pleasant weather prevails 
in the spring and autumn. The coldest weather occurs in late January 
and early February. The warmest occurs in late July. There are no 
wei I pronounced wet and dry seasons. Thunderstorms, during the summer 
months, often bring sudden and heavy showers and may be attended by 
damaging winds, hail, and I ightning. 
Tropical disturbances occasionally, during thier northward passage, 
influence Washington's weather mainly with high winds and heavy 
rainfal I, but extensive damage from wind and tidal flooding is very 
rare. 
Snow accumulations of more than 10 inches are relatively rare. 
Usually the melt-off is rapid, but snow depths of 3 or more inches 
make driving hazardous, and slows or halts traffic. Schools may be 
closed and community activities may be temporarily disorganized,but 
usually conditions improve within a day or two. The first significant 
snow accumulation of a season is often the most disruptive. The 
greatest recorded snowfal I from a single sto~m was 28 inches. 
Records of the past 20 years show the average date of the last 
freezing temperature in the spring to be March 29 and the latest 
April 16. The average date of the first freezing temperature in the 
tall is November 10 and the earl lest October 20. 
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Soils 
Summary Geographically the site is located just below the fa I I I ine of the 
Potomac River. Originally, it was within the river bed, near the shore. 
Tiber Creek emptied into the Potomac about 3000 feet to the north. 
The Chesapeake and Ohio Canal passed near the site. By 1884 the site 
had been largely reclaimed but undeveloped; by 1914 it had been filled. 
Soil borings reveal seven layers of strata, the bottom being a moder-
ately to highly fractured rock. The Lincoln and Jefferson Memorials 
rest on this rock, the loads transferred via concrete pit ings. The 
rock is from 45 to 55 feet below ground surface. 
The six strata above the rock strata are a mixture of organic matter, 
silt, sand, gravel, and disintegrated rock. Ground water may be en-
countered depending on ground surface elevation. The nature of the 
soil may also cause verticle movement unless it is carefully stab-
ilized, since ground water ground water levels fluctuate and since 
soils compact under load. 
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NEEDS 
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Each user comes to the Complex for various reasons and 
therefore each have different perspectives and perceptions 
of the Complex. 
USER DIAGRAM 
Museum Administr1tion Resource Center 
Security 




STAFF (administrative and professional) 
1 Director 
1 Assistant Director 
1 Administrative Officer 
2-3 Clerk/ Secretary 
1 Supervisory Archivist (written material) 
1 Supervisory Archivist (audio visual) 
6-7 Archivist 
6-7 Archivist Technitlons 
1 Librarian 
1 Xerox Operator 
1 ~1useum Curator 
1 Museum Registar 
2 Museum Exibit Specialist 
1 Photographer 
2 Photographer Aids 
1 Handyman/ Messenger 
1 Pub( ic Relations Maneger 
MAINTENANCE/ SECURITY 
1 Building Superintendant 
1 Mechanical Specialist 
12 Gaurds 
4 Janitors/ Gardeners 







FUNCTIONAL ZONE A ( The Museum ) 
Suare Footage 45300 
FUNCTIONAL ZONE B ( The Resource Center 
Square Footage 32600 
FUNCTIONAL ZONE C ( The Administration 
Square Footage 3025 
FUNCTIONAL ZONE D ( The Support ) 
Square Footage 3000 
Total Square Footage 83925 















(functional zone A) 
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Performance 
Goals 
Exibit spaces should alI be directly related to the lobby and 
shal I act as a dispersal area for the people throughout the Museum. 
Exibit areas should have a variety of viewing spaces, with spaces 
for permanant and rotating exibits. 
There should be a clear separation between the public spaces and 
private functions of the staff. 
Circulation through the exibit spaces should be along a defined 
path with viewing spaces off the path. 
Objects received and tranferred from the receiving room to the 
production shop, work room, exibit studio, and museum storage 
should be direct and avoid cross traffic with staff when possible. 
Since the museum storage area contains articles which cannot be 
replaced, the security in this area should be of utmost importance. 










The visitors are individuals or groups who come to 
the Museum for personal enlightenment. This group 
consist of people varing from veterans and widows, 
for personal reasons, to the general public who wish 
to gain general knowledge about the Vietnam Veterans 
and the Vietnam War. 
This group wi I I be partially composed of people who 
have just visited the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and 
therefore have an emotional feeling before they enter 
the Museum. This is a very strong sense that should 
be responded to within the Museum. 
The visitors should have a clear visual I ink to the 
Museum from the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. 
The Staff includes alI the workers in the museum with 
the exception of the maintenance and security. This 
group is primarily in charge of the museum's day to 
day operations. 






The professional staff includes: 
Museum Curator 
The curator arranges displays, plans and designs 
museum exibits, selects individual items to be 
displayed in the museum, prepares signs and tables, 
also does the necessary research that is required 
for exlbit activities. 
Museum Registar 
The registar is responsib!e for accessioning, 
cateloging and preserving of museum objects. 
(three deminsional objects) 
Photog rag her 
The photographer and his staff do every kind of 
photographic and reproduction work, including 
taking pictures of visitors and special events and 
reproducing photos and negatives. 
Exibit Specialist 
Works with the curator and/ or the registar to 
design exibits and displays. Also does historic 
background on exibits. 
SECURITY/ MAINTENANCE 
This group is responsible for the security and up keep 
of the building and building grounds. 





SECURITY/ MAINTENANCE (cont.} 
Gaurds 
Are responsible for the security of the building 
and its contents from robbery, vandal ism, and fire. 
Building Superintendant 
Is responsible for the repair and up keep and 
the general appearance of the building. And keeping 
alI mechanical equipment in good working order, 
including heating and air conditioning. Also 
supervises the janitorial service, and is respon-
sible for good performance on alI painting, cleaning, 
plumbing etc. of the building. 
Janitors/ Gardeners 
Janitors wil I do general cleaning of the Museum 
,but are not allowed into storage areas except 
on occasional cleaning periods. 
The gardeners and general grounds keepers wi I I be 
from the National Park Service. 
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Required A1 Lobby 2000 
Spaces A2 Exibit Galleries 25000 A3 Multi-use Room 3000 
A4 Publ lc rest rooms @ code 
A5 Auditorium 3500 
A6 Registars Office 300 
A7 Exibit Studio 400 
AS Paint Shop 400 
A9 Photograpy Lab 800 
A10 Staff rest rooms @ code 
A11 Auditorium Storage 200 
A12 Museum Storage 4000 
A13 Curators Office 500 
A14 Designers Office 300 
A15 Historians Office 250 
A16 Museum Workroom 500 
A17 Production Shop 1000 
A18 Preservation Lab 300 
A19 Lunch/ Break room 600 
A20 Public Relations Office 250 
A21 Rememberance Chapel varies 
A22 Sales Office/ Information 450 
A23 Coat check room 300 
A24 Secretary 250 
A25 Receiving room 600 
A26 Maintenance room 200 
A27 Security Control room 200 
Total Square Footage 45300 





A2 Exibit Galleries 
A3 Multi-use room 
A4 Public rest rooms 
A5 Auditorium 
A6 Registars office 
A7 Exibit studio 
A8 Paint shop 
A9 Photography lab 
A10 Staff rest rooms 
A11 Auditorium storage 
A12 Museum storage 
A13 Curators office 
· A 14 Designers off ice 
A15 Historians office 
A16 Museum workroom 
A17 Production shop 
A18 Preservation lab 
A19 Lunch/ break room 
A20 Public Relations 
A21 Rememberance Chape 
A22 Sales office/ Info 
A23 Coat check room 
A24 Secretary 
A25 Receiving room 
A26 Maintenance room 
A27 Security Control 
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A 1 Lobby 
A2 Exibit Galleries 
A3 Multi-use Room 
A4 Public rest rooms 
A5 Auditorium 
A6 Registars Office 
A7 Exibit Studio 
A8 Paint Shop 
A9 Photography Lab 
AlO Staff rest rooms 
All Auditorium Storage 
A12 Museum Storage 
A.13 Curators Office 
A14 Designers Office 
A15 Historians Office 
A16 Museum Workroom 
A17 Production Shop 
A18 Preservation Lab 
A19 Lunch/ Break room 
A20 Public Relations Office 
A21 Rememberance Chapel 
A22 Sales Office/ Information 
A23 Coat check room 
A24 Secretary 
A25 Receiving room 
A26 Maintenance room 
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Users: Visitors (general public) 
(2000 to_3000 per day) 
Function I Activities : 
-to serve as a transitional 
area between the various 
segments of the building 
-to serve as an infomation 
area and security check 
Special Considerations: 
-should have a smooth flow 
to and from the information 
desk, exiblt galleries, 
auditorium, and rest rooms 
-should be close to the ver-
·tic I e c i rcu I at ion 
Relationships: 
entry~ A1 glbrar 
~J1\f 
auditorium exibit galleries 








strong, monumental o Ceiling: 
hard-tile or stoneo Walls: 
mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: 
o Lighting: day I i ght I indirect 
Furniture/ Equipment: information desk 
acoustical- plaster 
soft and hard 
none 





Users: Visitors (general public) 
(2000 to 3000 per day) 
Function I Activities : 
Relationships: 
1r 
-viewing areas,spaces for 
various article and objects 
relating to the Vietnam 
Veterans 
lobb~ A2 ~ 
Special Considerations: 
-must have a variety of 
spaces and be flexible for 
the changing of exibits 
-should be partially broken 
up into sma ll 1er areas. 
-should allow for expansion 
~J1~ 
museum storage 
Area: undetermined at this time. wil I have a variety of spaces 
+25000 sf 
Height= wil I break down from grand to intimate 
Finishes: 
o Image: peacefu I and quiet o Ceiling: acoust i ca II y contro I I ed 
o Floor: soft- carpet o Walls: (varies) 
hard - hard wood 
Systems 
o HVAC= multi zone 1 1ow-vel o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: artifical I ight, track and 
display I ights 
Furniture/ Equipment: custom ex i bit d i sp I ays 







( 1 00 persons) 
Function I Activities : 
-this space used for meeting= 






-should have a smal I stage 








o Image: forma I o Ceiling: acoustically control led 
acoustically control led o Floor: hard- carpet o Walls: 
Systems 
o HVAC= mu It i zone) I ow-ve I o ·Piumbling: none 
o Lighting: mini mum day I i ght, spec i a I 
dimmers , ambient 
Furniture; Equipment: shou 1 d have an area for audio vi sua I equipment 











-tt is recommended that these 
facilities be broken into 
two sets of rest rooms 







o Image: clean 
hard- ti I e 
o Ceiling: acoustical tile 
hard- ti I e o Floor: o Walls: 
Systems 
o HVAC= mu It i zone, I ow-ve I o Plumbling: as required by code 
o Lighting: down I i ght 
Furniture/ Equipment: 




Users: Visitors (300 persons) 
Function I Activities : 
-this space is used for 
lectures, and to film clips 






- should be able to handle 
a moving audience, as wei I 
a start to finish audience 
-sloped floor for seating 
-seating for handicapped 
3500 sf 
arbitrary 
o Image: educational 
soft- carpet o Floor: 
Systems 





auditorium st. exibit galleries 
o Ceiling: 
o Walls: 
acoustically control led 
acoustically control led 
o HVAC= mu It i zone 1 1 ow-ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: artificial I ight only or 
highly control led daylight 
Furniture/Equipment: provide for front and rear screen projection 
capacity for (slides, movies, tv, etc.) 





Users: Staff (2) + room for 4 
others 
Function I Activities : 
-responsible for the pres-
ervation and accountabi I ity 
of graphics, textiles, and 
three demensional objects 
of the whole complex 
Special Considerations: 
-this office is an image 
setter for visitors to the 
reg i star 
Relationships: 
1r 
museu~ A6 g 
-should be of high importance 
within the staff area 
~J1\; 
curators off ice 
Area: 300 sf 











acou st i ca I t i I e 
hard- vinyl 
mu It i zone 1 I ow-ve I o Plumbling: none 
daylight, ambient, task 
Furniture; Equipment: furniture for 2 offices 





Users: Staff ( 1-2) 
Function I Activities : 
-this space is used for 
mock-up exibits and final 








-this space should have high 
security for exibits left 
overnight ~~\~ 
Area: 400 sf 
Height: 10-12 f 
Finishes: 
o Image: varies for each set o Ceiling: 
o Floor: hard- ti I e o Walls: 
soft- carpet 
Systems 
o HVAC= mu It i zone .. I ow-ve I o Plumbling: 
o Lighting: track, ambient 









Users: Staff ( 1-2) 
Function I Activities: 
-this space for alI brush, 
spray and roller painting 






-should have an exterior 
exhaust system 
-also provide for special 
f ire protection 
400 sf 
12 f 
o Image: ·none 
o Floor= 
Systems 















o HVAC= independent system o Plumbling: slop sink 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: paint booth (8x8x10) 





Users: Staff (1-2) 
Function I Activities : 
-this area used for photo 
copying service to the 
museum exibit production 
program as wei I as for the 









-noise control in this area 
should be considered 
~J1\ff 
Area: ~00 sf 






none o Ceiling: 
o ·Walls: 
acoustically control led 
acoustical lu control led 
mu It i zone I ow-ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient, NO day I i ght 
Furniture/ Equipment: general table space as wei I as space 
for PMT, xerox, sf ide copier, ect. 











-should have a direct rel-
ationship to lunch/ break 
area 
-requiremints for the 
hand I capped 
as required by code 
8 f 
Relationships=, unch/ break area 
1r 
~ A10 g 
~~\~ 
staff offices 
o Image: c I ean o Ceiling: acousti ca I ti I e 
o Floor: hard- t i I e o Walls : hard- t i I e 
Systems 
o HVAC: mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: as required by code 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture; Equipment: 






Function I Activities : 
provides storage for tables, 
chairs that are not in use 
Special Considerations: 
Area: 200 sf 




SERVI~ ~ r A11 '---71 
~~~ 
Auditorium 
o Image: none o Ceiling: acoust i ca I t i I e 
o Floor: hard- t i I e o Walls : hard- ti I e 
Systems 
" HVAC= multi zone-low vel o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: shelves and racks for chair and table storage 





Users: Staff (wil I not work here 
but wil I retrieve objects 
to be displayed) 
Function I Activities : 
-provides strorage for 
inactive displays and 
holdings 
Special Considerations: 
-temperature and humidity 
control is very important 
in this area 
Relationships: SERV ICE 
1r 
exibit 





offlc~ J1 ~ 
-should have high security 
for this area frleght 
elevator 
product ion shop 
Area: 4000 sf 













l ndependent system o Plumbling: slop sink 
ambient, NO daylight 
Furniture/ Equipment: various stora~=ie shelves designed for 
the various objects to be stored 





Users: Staff (2 ful I time+ 1) 
Function I Activities: 
-for the design, production, 
installation, and mainten-








-works closely with the 
registar and production 
staff 
-is basically in charge of 
the museum functions ~J1~ 
Area:· 500 sf 













mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: day 1 i ght, ambient, task 
Furniture; Equipment: furnishings for 3 people (file cabinets, 
work tables, ect 





Users: Staff (1 ful I time+ 1) 
Function I Activities : 
-design studio for the lay-
out of museum exibits 





-should have sound control 





~~~u~ l=l ~:~m 
~J1~ 
curators office 
o Image: studio 
hard- ti I e 
o Ceiling: acoustica I ti I e 
soft acoustical o Floor: o Walls: 
Systems 
o HVAC= multi zone-low vel o Plumbling: slop sink 
o Lighting: daylight, ambient, task 
Furniture/ Equipment: studio design equipment 





Users: Staff (1) and 2 guest 
Function I Activities : 
-this area contains historic 
al information and is the 










o Image: private 





off /!--; ~ 





acoustica I ti I e 
soft- acoustical 
o HVAC= multi zone-low vel o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: daylight, ambient, task 
Furniture; Equipment: shelving and furniture for 1 person 





Users: Staff (4) Relationships= 
Function I Activities: 4f 
-work space for framing, 
cleaning, polishing~ mattin~ 
and mounting exibits 
~~~at~ R t=}'~~~rs 
Special Considerations: 
-this area should have sound 
control ~J1~ 
Area: 500 sf 







none o Ceiling: 
hard- concrete or o Walls : 




independent system o Plumbling: j a in i tori a I a rea 
daylight~ ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: work tables and shelves 





Users: Staff ( 1-2) 
Function I Activities : 
-construction of alI exlblts 









o Image: none 

















independent system o Plumbling: 
ambient 
wash facilities and 
slop sink 
Furniture; Equipment: shelves and layout for power tools 





Users: Staff (1) 
Function I Activities : 
-spa~e for the fumigation, 
cleaning, encapulation,stalr 
rust, dirt removal 
-mending of documents 
Special Considerations: 
Area: 300 sf 




~~~~i~ ~ r A 18 '----11 
~~\; 
recieving area 
o Image: none o Ceiling: exposed 
hard- vinyl o Floor: hard- ti 1 e o Walls: 
Systems 
o HVAC: independent system o Plumbling: sink area 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture/ Equiprflent: should have lockable storage cabinets 






Users: Staff (up to 20) Relationships: 
Function I Activities : 1t 
-this space is for the 
staff to eat lunch and 
take breaks 
rest r 
A19 ~ g staff 
Special Considerations: 
-should be as far from the 
museum storage areas as 
possible 
-should have a smal I kitchen \(~~ 
Area: 600 sf 







relaxing (informal) o Ceiling: 




multi zone-low vel o Plumbling: kithchen faci I ities 
daylight , ambient 
Furniture; Equipment: seating for smal I groups 
kitchen facilities 






Users: Staff (1) +(up to 2 guest' Relationships: 
Function I Activities : 4t 
-this space for the pubic 
relations director, he is 
in charge of the advertising 
for the complex 
-also schedules seminars 




Area: 250 sf 
Height: 8-10 f 
Finishes: 
o Image: open (inviting) o Ceiling: acoustical tile 
o Floor: soft- carpet o Walls : hard- paint 
Systems 
o HVAC: mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: day I i ght, ambient, task 
Furniture; Equipment: work tables and desk space 





Users: Vistors (up to 25) Relationships: 
Function I Activities : it 
-this space is for personal 





-should be inimate and sec-
luded as possible 
-might be open air 
-could be accesible from 
outside as well as inside 
(undetermined at this time) 
(varies) 
o Image: quiet, intimate 




o Ceiling: variab I e 
o Walls: varies 
o HVAC: may not be required o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: daylight , upl ighting if exterior 
Furniture/ Equipment: seating for 25-30 (pews or terrace seats) 





Users: Staff (2) 
Visitors (up to 4) 
Function I Activities : 
-serves as a location for 
the tb sel I publications, 
catelogs, maps, and graphic 
material 





-should be low key and not 




o Image: low key 












acou st i ca I t i I e 
soft- wa II cover 
o HVAC: mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: daylight, track 
Furniture; Equipment: should have sales counter and enclosure 
sales and information desk 






Users: Staff ( 1) 
Function I Activities: 
-place to leave coats and 
backpacks while going 





-should be easily accesible 
to the public entry 
300 sf 
8-10 f 
o Image: low key 









acoustica I ti I e 
soft- wa I I cover 
o HVAC= 
o Lighting: 
mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
daylight, ambient 
Furniture; Equipment: storage shelving and lockers 





Users: Staff (2) 
Function/ Activities: 
-paper work and basic 
secretarial work for the 
curatoria I staff 
Special Considerations: 
-should have computer facil-
ities 
Area: 250 sf 




~ A24 g 
~J1\; 
curatorial offices 
o Image: open ( inviting) o Ceiling: acoustical tile 
hard- paint o Floor: soft- carpet o Walls : 
Systems 
o HVAC= mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient, task 
Furniture; Equipment: office space for 2 with computer facilities 





Users: Staff ( 1-3) RelationshiP~'roi' shop 
Function I Activities : 
_this space for receiving, 
unpacking, recording, photo 
graphing, and temporarily 
storing exibits 
~~~is~ R ~t~~~ 
Special Considerations: 
_security in this area 
should be considered ~J1\; 
Area: 600 sf 









security controlled o Ceiling: 
hard- ti I e o Walls: 
mu It i zone- I ow ve 1 o Plumbling: 
ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: shelving for tools and files 
desk for a clerk 




sma I I wash room, 
slop sink 






Function I Activities: 
-provides a space for the 
storage of janitorial 
supplies 
Special Considerations: 
Area: 200 sf 
Height= 8 f 
Finishes: 
o Image: none 
o Floor: hard- ti I e 
Systems 
o HVAC= none 







o Ceiling: exposed 
o Walls : hard- paint 
o Plumbling: slop sink 
Furniture/ Equipment: steel shelving and slop sink 






Users: Gaurd ( 1) 





-control area for monitoring 
devices to provide security 
and fire protection 
-also to act as a check in 
point for the gaurds 
Considerations: 
should be farlly low key 
in the museum area 
200 sf 
8 f 
o Image: low key 











o HVAC= mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Ptumbling : none 
o Lighting: ambient, task 
Furniture/ Equipment: television monitors, desk and chair 
fire protection monitor 





( functional zone B ) 
A COLLECTION MUSEUM AND RESOURCE CENTER o FOR THE VIETNAM VETERANS o WASHINGTON , D.C. 
Performance 
Goals 
The archival staff wil I make several trips per day to the storage 
areas, therefore the circulation between the storage areas and the 
research rooms should be very direct and clear of cross traffic. 
Since the storage areas contain many documents and films which are 
originals and cannot be replaced, the security in the storage rooms 
should have maximum security. 
The researchers are guest of the Resource Center and therefore 
should have some degree of separation from the staff. 
Researchers are not allowed into the storage rooms or staff work 
areas. 
A COLLECTION MUSEUM AND RESOURCE CENTER o FOR THE VIETNAM VETERANS o WASHINGTON ,D.C. 
73 
User 





This group would be composed of people who for various 
reasons, have a personal interest in the archives of 
the Resource Center and/or Museum. Researchers would 
range from doctorial candidates to press writers, 
collecting information for editorials. 
The Researchers would have a responsibility to the 
Resource Center and the Museum, as far as the care of 
the archives and respecting regulations. 
Researchers are guest, invited by the Resource Center or 
given special permission to conduct research at this 
facility. 
The Researchers vary also, by extent of information 
to be gathered, hence some might use the facility for 
only one day and others might spend six months to a year. 






The Staff includes alI the workers of the Resource 
Center with the exception of the maintenance and Security. 
This group is primarily in charge of the Resource Centers 
day to day operations. 
The professional Staff includes: 
Librarian 
Selects and orders books, cards and computer equip-
ment for the card catelog and the on I ine computer. 
The most important job of the I ibrarian is to serve 
the books to the researchers in the research room. 
Supervisory Archivist 
Directs the work of their staff and frequently 
confers with researchers in person and on the phone. 
Audio Visual Archivist 
Processes A.V. materials and shows them to the 
researchers. 
Archivist/ Archivist Technitions 
Receives groups of personal papers, photos, and 
other items donated to the Resourch Center. 
Arranges them in order, catelogs them, and places 
them into labled.document containers. They then 
prepare I ist inventories and indexs and other aids 
to make the information readily available to the 
researchers. 





Archivist/ Archivist Technitions (cont.) 
Also discusses research projects with the researchers, 
locates materials and brings the materials to the 
research room. 
Clerical Personel I 
The Personel I Group is in charge of answering the 
phone, typing of correspondence, transcribe dictation 
and type archival dictation and type archival finding 
aids. 




81 Reaserch Room 
82 Micro Form Reading Room 
83 Archival Staff 
84 Staff/ Researchers rest room 
85 Document Storage 
86 Vault 
87 Document Reproduction 
88 Preservation Lab 
89 Book Storage 
810 Audio Visual Storage 
811 Audio Visual Freezer 
812 Audio Visual Lab 
813 Audio Visual Research Room 
814 Archival Processing 
815 Orientation/ Lounge 
816 Lunch/ Break room 
817 Receiving room 
818 Seminar rooms 
819 Security Control room 
820 Maintenance room 
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Document Reproduction ~ 
Preservation Lab -~ 
Book Storage 
Audio Visual Storage 
Audio Visual Freezer 
Audio Visual Lab 
Audio Visual Research 
Archival Processing 
Orientation/ Lounge 
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81 Research room 
82 Micro form Reading room 
83 Archvial Staff 
B4 Staff/ Researchers rest 
85 Document storage 
86 Vault 
87 Document Reproduction 
88 Preservation Lab 
89 Book Storage 
810 Audio Visual Storage 
811 Audio Visual Freezer 
812 Audio Visual Lab 
813 Audio Visual Research 
814 Archival Processing 
815 Orientation/ Lounge 
816 Lunch/ break room 
817 Receiving room 
818 Seminar rooms 
819 Security Control 
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Users: Staff (2) 
Researchers 
Function I Activities : 
(up to 30) 
Relationships:book storage 
1f 
orientation director -area where researchers work 
on their projects within 
the Library 
-the staff wil I bring the 




-should be capable of having 
very good survailence ~~~~~·\, 
staff/ rest room MUSEUM seminar room 
Area: 1500-2000 sf 




quiet and relaxed o Ceiling: 
soft- carpet o Walls : 
acoustica I ti I e 
acoustically control led 
Systems 
o HVAC= mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient, task 
Furniture/ Equipment: special desk for the archivist on duty with 
raised platform. also study desk and carrels 






Users: Researchers (up to 4) 
Function I Activities : 
-area for viewing holdings 
on microform or micro fiche 
-a I so 'for the reproduction 





archivist on duty is res-
ponsible for assistance 





~ 82 ~ 
~~~ 
research rooms 
o Image: controlled {quiet) o Ceiling: acoustical tile 
o Floor: soft- carpet o Walls: acoustically controlled 
Systems 
o HVAC= mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: 1 i ght contra I, NO day I i ght 
Furniture/ Equipment: tables and carrels 





Users: Staff ( 17) Relationships: 
Function I Activities : If 
-the staff archivist process 
historical documents of the 
collections and provide 
-assistance to the researche 
orientation/ 




-these offices should be in 
close proximity to the 
research rooms ~J1\; 
Area: 2550 sf 






(supervisor 2 @ 200 sf) 
· (2 person office 5 @ 250 sf) 
(4 person office 1 @ 500 sf) 
executive o Ceiling: 
soft- carpet o Walls: 
mu It i zone- I ow ve 1 o Plumbling: 
o Lighting: daylight, ambient, task 
research room 
(I ibrarians off 1 @ 150 sf) 




Furniture; Equipment: should have computer capabilities 












-should have a direct rel-
ationship to lunch/ break 
area 
-requirments for the 
handicapped 
as required by code 
8 f 
o Image: clean 










hard- ti I e 
o HVAC= mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: as required by code 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: 





Users: Staff (must have security) 
Function I Activities: 
-used to preserve and store 
documents, the documents 
are placed into acid free 






-since the staff wil I be 
moving a great deal of 
material to and from this 
room and the the research 
room the path between these 










o Image: security 
hard-tile 
o Ceiling: exposed 
hard- paint o Floor: o Walls: 
Systems 
o HVAC= independent system o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: No daylight, ambient, special task 
Furniture/ Equipment: a smaller, lockable area within this room 




Users: Staff (2) 
Function I Activities : 
-this space to house the 
special doucuments requirinc 
special security and 





-only authorized staff can 
go into this area 
the vault should open into 
the document storage area 






~ 86 S> 
~J1~ 
document storage 
o Image: security (strong) o Ceiling: government specified 
o Floor: government spec. o Walls : government spec if i ed 
Systems 
o HVAC= high I y contro I I ed o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: government specified 
Furniture/ Equipment: special fire protected cabinets 





Users: Staff (1) 
Function I Activities : 
-place where researchers can 






-should have some degree 
of sound control 
200 sf 
8-10 f 
o Image: none 










acoustically control led 
o HVAC= mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: room for copy machine and desk with lay space 





Users: Staff ( 1) 
Function I Activities: 
-this space used for the 
fumigation,cleaning, encap 
ulation, stain, dirt, rust, 










o Image: none 













o HVAC: independent system o Plumbling: sink area 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture; Equipment: should have lockable storage cabinets 






Users: Staff ( 1) 
Function I Activities : 
-this space for the volumes 






-because of the load on the 
floors, this space might be 






resear~ roomr g 
~~!IJ1'\; 
archival offices 
o Image: security o Ceiling: exposed 
hard- paint o Floor: ' hard-tile o Walls: 
Systems 
o HVAC= independent system o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture; Equipment: shelves, racks, and movable book trucks 







Function I Activities: 
-storage space for the photo 
graphic negatives, motion 
pictures films, and audio 
visual tapes used on a day 












-since high tempetures affec 
the films, this room should 
have a special envlronmenta 
control system .~~~ 
Area: 2000 sf 








hard- ti I e 
o Ceiling: 
o Walls: 
audio vjsual lab 
exposed 
hard- paint 
spec i a I coo I i O<:l o Plumbling: none 
sysiem to moniTor temp. 
ambient 
Furniture; Equipment: file cabinets, carrels 






Users: stat t 





-storage tor original nega-
tives and motion pictures 
-these negatives are also 
duplicated there for the 
day to day use 
Constderations: 
-this space is kept very cole 
and should be designed 
with this in mind 
-should access into the audic 





~ 811 c;> 
~~~ 
audio visual storage 
o Image: security 
hard- ti I e 
o Ceiling: exposed 
freezer type o Floor: o Walls: 
Systems 
o HVAC= special temp controf Plumbling: special overflow drains 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: space for viewing, stack shelving 







Function I Activities: 
-this space is used for the 
reproduction and research 
of the researchers and the 





-this space is for photo-
graphic processing and 
therefore I ight control 
is very important 
1500 sf 
8-10 f 
o Image: studio (darkroom) 




audio visual MUSEUM 
S> 










o HVAC: mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: 2 sinks for the darkroom 
and main area o Lighting: ambient and darkroom I ighting 
NO day I ight 
Furniture/ Equipment: bu i 1 t in darkroom 






Users: Researchers (2) 
Function I Activities : 
-place for the researchers 
to velw vidio tapes or 
motion picture films, and 
to I isten to audio tapes 
Special Considerations: 
Area: 400 sf 

















acoustically control led 
acoustically control led 
o HVAC: mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: spec i a I ambient 
non glare I ighting 
Furniture/ Equipment: carrol s for viewing 





Users: Staff (2-4) 
Function I Activities : 
-this space for the final 
assembly processing of 
the archival collection 
Special Considerations: 
Area: 600 sf 
Height: 8-10 f 
Finishes: 
o Image: none 











o HVAC= mu It i zone+ I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient, task 
Furniture 1 Equipment : movable carts, and shelving 





Users: Staff (2) 
Function I Activities : 
-place to orient the resear-
chers to the holdings of thE 
Resource Center as they 





-this area should have the 
capacity"for some privacy 
because of the confident-
iality of some researchers 
projects 
500 sf (orientation 100 sf) 




a~h~ R ~oc~~~s 
~J1\; 
research room 





soft- carpet 0 Walls: hard- paint 
mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
daylight, ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: desk and lockers for the researchers 






Users: Staff (up to 20) 
Function I Activities : 






-should be as far from the 
museum storage as possible 








- I I 
~~~ 
staff offices 
o Image: relaxing (informal) o Ceiling: acoustical tile 
o Floor: soft- carpet o Walls : hard- vinyl 
Systems 
o HVAC= multi zone-low vel o Plumbling: kitchen faci I ities 
o Lighting: day I i ght, ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: seating for smal I groups, kitchen equipment 






Users: Staff ( 1 ~3) 
Function I Activities : 
-this space for recievlng, 
unpacking, recording, photo 
graphing, and temporary 













lab JL---. ~ 
~ B17 ~ 
~J1\; 
storage areas 
o Image: security control 
hard-tile 
o Ceiling: exposed 








o Plumbling: facilities for a smal I 
washroom/ slop sink 





Users: Researchers and Staff 
(up to 50) 
Function I Activities : 
-this space for smal I meetin~ 
and lecture seminars, and 






-should have audio visual 
capabi I ities 





~ 818 ~ 
~~~ 
research rooms 
o Image: educational 
soft- carpet 
o Ceiling= acoustically control led 
acoustically control led o Floor: o Walls: 
Systems 
a HVAC= mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient, with dimmers 
Furniture/ Equipment: audio visual equipment (movable) 






Users: Gaurd ( 1) 
Function I Activities : 
-control area for monitoring 
devices to provide security 
and fire protection 
-also to act as a check in 





-should be farily low key 





~ 819 s> 
~~~ 
orientation/ lounge 
o Image: low key o Ceiling: acoustical tile 
hard- paint o Floor: soft- carpet o Walls : 
Systems 
o HVAC: multi zQne-low vel o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient, task 
Furniture/ Equipment: television monitors, desk and chair 
fire protection monitor 






Function I Activities: 
_provides a space for the 
storage of janitorial 
supplies 
Special Considerations: 
Area: 200 sf 


















o Plumbling : 




Furniture/ Equipment: steel shelving and slop sink 




( functional zone C ) 
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Performance 
Goals 
The Administrative zone should have direct access to both 
the Museum and Resource Center. 
The Administrative offices are the I ink between the Museum and 
the Resource Center. 
This area should be separate from the public circulation. 
The Administration could act as the entry for the researchers. 
100 
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User 




The Staff includes alI of the workers in the Administration 
except the maintenance people. 
The professinal Staff includes: 
Director 
The Director is responsible for alI of the broad 
planning for the Complex, also conducts the Museum 
and Resource Center's most important correspondence, 
provides general supervision. He is the Museum and 
Resource Center's representative in dealing with 
distinguished visitors, also he handles the overal I 
conduct of the external affairs. 
Assistant Director 
Aids the Director in his responsibil !ties, directly 
supervises the senior staff, and subsitutes for the 
director in his absence. 
Administrative Officer 
Maintains day to day laison with other offices 
concerned with the fiscal and personel I administration 
and maintenance of the Museum/ Resource Center. 
This officer is in charge of the business affairs. 






Janitors wil I do general cleaning of the administration 
area. 




C1 Reception Area 
C2 Secretarial offic.e 
C3 Administrative Officers office 
C4 Directors office 
C5 Assistant Directors office 
C6 Office Suppy storage 
C7 Conference room 
C8 Break room 
C9 Staff rest rooms 











Total Square Footage 3025 



















Assistant Directors of 
Office Supply Storage 
Conference room 
Break room 
Staff rest rooms 
Maintenance room 
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C1 Reception Area 
C2 Secretarial office 
C3 Administration office 
C4 Directors office 
C5 Assistant Directors off 
C6 Office Supply storage 
C7 Conference room 
C8 Break room 
C9 Staff rest rooms 
C10 Maintenance room 
A Museum 










Users: Staff ( 1) 
Function I Activities : 
-waiting area for guest to 
see administrators 
-also takes phone cal Is for 
the entire complex ,acts 
as a switch board 
Special Considerations: 
Area: 150 sf 






















o HVAC= mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o ·Lighting: daylight, ambient, task 
Furniture; Equipment: lounge seating for guest, desk for receptionist 





Users: Staff (2) 
Function I Activities: 
-space for paper work and 
basic secretarial war~ for 





should have computer cap-





:~~=p~ i=l ~~~~~ 
~J1~ 
ortentation/ lounge 
o Image: inviting (open) o Ceiling: acoustical tile 
o Floor: soft- carpet o Walls : hard- paint 
Systems 
o HVAC: mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient, task 
Furniture; Equipment: open office furniture for 2 
must have computer terminals 






Users: Staff (2) Relationships: 
Function I Activities : 
ot~in. offices 
-does basic administration 







Area: 300' sf 














mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
day I i ght, ambient, task 
Furniture/ Equipment: desks, files for 2, seating for 2 guest 





Users: Staff (1) 
Function/ Activities: 
-he~d administrator of the 
whole complex 
in charge of the day to day 





-this office should be the 
heart of the administration 




o Image: executive 
soft- carpet o Floor: 
Systems 













mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
daylight, ambient, task 
Furniture/ Equipment: office furniture for 






Users: Staff ( 1) 
Function I Activities : 
-is second in command 
-administrates over his staffl 
and is in charge when the 
director is absent 
Relationships ~tif In. 
staff~ 




-should have a private 
character 
~J1\; 
Area: 225 sf 












acoustica I ti I e 
hard- paint 
mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
daylight, ambient, task 
Furniture/ Equipment: office furniture for 







Function I Activities : 
this space provides storage 
for office supplies and 
back f i I es 
Special Considerations: 
Area= 400 sf 




~ C6 ~ 
~J1\; 
administrative offics 
o Image: none o Ceiling: exposed 
hard- vinyl o Floor: hard- t i I e o Walls : 
Systems 
o HVAC: mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture; Equipment: shelving and files 





Users: Staff (5-15) 
Visitors 
Relationships: 
4f Function I Activities : 
-room for small group meeting 
col lege seminar groups lobby~ C? g 
Special Considerations: 
~~~ 
Area: 1000 sf 












acoutical ly control led 
mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: none 
daylight, ambient, dimmers 
Furniture/Equipment: must have a smal I closet and conference 
table for a g~oup of up to 15 





Users: Staff (up to 15) Relationships: 
Function I Activities : If 
-this area is used for break 
and small lunches ~ ca c$flces 
~~~ 
Special Considerations: 
-has a smal I kitchenette 
Area: 300 sf 
Height: 8-10 f 
Finishes: 
o Image: reI axing < i nforma I ) o Ceiling: 
o Floor: soft- carpet o Walls : 
Systems 
o HVAC= multi zone-low vel o Plumbling: 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture; Equipment: seating and tables for 10 
kitchenette 
















-should have a direct relat-
ionship to break area 




~ C9 g 
~~\; 
break area 
o Image: c I ea n o Ceiling: acou st i ca I t i I e 
o Floor: hard-tile o Walls: hard- tile 
Systems 
o HVAC= mu It i zone-1 ow ve I o Plumbling: as required by code 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: 






Function I Activities : 
prodides space for the stor 
age of janitorial supplies 
Special Considerations: 
Area: 100 sf 
Height= 8 f 
Finishes: 
o Image: none 
o Floor: hard- ti I e 
Systems 
o HVAC= none 




~ ClO s> 
~~~ 
break room 
o Ceiling: acoustical tile 
o Walls : hard- paint 
o Plumbling: slop sink 
Furniture/ Equipment: steel shelving and slop sink 
A COLLECTION MUSEUM AND RESOURCE CENTER o FOR THE VIETNAM VETERANS o WASHINGTON ,D.C. 
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Support 
( functional zone D ) 
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User 




Responsible for the repair, upkeep and general 
appearance of the building, also keeping alI mech-
anical equipment in good working order. Including 
heating and air conditioning. He supervises the 
janitors and is responsible for good performance on 
alI painting, cleaning, plumbing, etc. of the building. 
Are responsible for the security of the building 
and it's contents from, robbery, vandal ism, and fire. 
Gardeners 
The Gardeners wil I be from the National Park Service 
and wil I be in charge of the grounds of the building 
and surrounding areas. 




D1 Loading Dock 
D2 Maintenance room 
D3 Security Control rooms 
D4 Main Mechanical room 
Total Square Footage 





The main mechanical room acts as an entry point and switch 
station for the mechanics of the complex. 





Users: Delivery trucks 
Function I Activities : 






-should be wei I concealed 
from the rest of the complex 




{=1 Dl ~ 
~J1\; 
frieght receiving area 
elevator 
o Image: o Ceiling: 
o Floor: o Walls: 
Systems 
o HVAC= o Plumbling : 
o Lighting= 
Furniture/ Equipment: 





Users: Staff <up to 18) 
(building man. 1) 
(maintenance 7 ) 
(gaurds 10 ) 
Function I Activities: 
-this space provides for the 






-these spaces should be 
as inconspicous as possible 




o Image: none 








main mechanical room 
exposed 
hard- paint 
o HVAC= mu It i zone- I ow ve I o Plumbling: s I op sink, wash area 
o Lighting: ambient 
Furniture/ Equipment: lockers and shelving 






Users: Guard ( 1) 
Function I Activities : 
-this space provides room for 
control panel and monitoring 
devices, used to provide 
security and fire protection 





there shoyld be a security 
post close to the exibit 
galleries 
this space is a series of 
smaller spaces, spread thro~ 
ghout the complex 
this space is dispered throughout 




~ 03 g 
~J1~ 
thoughout the complex 
o Image: inconspicuous 
soft- carpet 
o Ceiling: varies 








o Plumbling : none 
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Function I Activities: 
-this space is the main room 
for the entry of electricty 
steam, chi I led water, etc. 
Special Considerations: 
Area: 
-this space might be best 
on the ground floor because 
of the loads of the equip-
ment 
2000 sf 
Height: 10-12 f 
Finishes: 
o Image: none 
o Floor: hard- concrete 
Systems 
o HVAC: not required 
o Lighting: ambient 
Relationships: 
1r 









Furniture/ Equipment: Space for required switch gear and equipment 
' 














To create a facility to educate 
the general public on the Vietnam 
Veterans and the Vietnam War. 
Displaying the personal items 
of the veterans with the hard 
facts of the Vietnam War. 
To provide a facility which wi I I 
accomodate large groups of people 
and stilI retain respect for the 
individual. 
Having a mix between open public 
spaces and more intimate public 
spaces. 
~~~81 
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To provide a place of contempla-
tion and meditation for the 
individual or smal I group. 
Having a secluded space for private 
self contemplation ,away from the 
main bui I ding , to act as a 
rememberance chapel. 
To provide a unique yet flexible 
exibit space for viewing the 
articles on display. 
By having a variety of viewing 
spaces with various , scale, 
form, I ighting, and emotional 
sense. 
, .!.,_J:~:F~;. 
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·ro provide a faci I ity for the 
researchers to congregate for 
specific topics on the Vietnam 
Veterans and/ or the Vietnam 
War. 
Consolidation of alI the resourc-
es on the veterans and the war, 
which are now scattered in 
different locations , to a single 
resource center. 
To provide a sense of orientation. 
Using a focal point as a reference 
within the Complex to prevent the 
feeling of being lost. 




, ·.:~~: '·' -~ ~,,_,,,.,,.,,,,.,,,,J'''' 






To provide a clear separation 
between the general public and 
the private functions of the 
Complex. 
To physically separate the private 
and public functions and to use 
the administration as the con-
necting I ink between them. 
To provide a clear circulation 
for public spaces through the 
museum functions. 
Developing a sequence of events 
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Function Goal 
Concept 
Provide for various levels of 
security. 
By zoning security into three areas, 
private security, public security; 











Provide a sense of entry to the 
Complex for the public. 
Use of landscaping and scale, 
at the entry to focus the publics 
eye to the Complex. 
To maximize preservation of the 
existing features of the site, 
such as views, vegitation, etc. 
Locating the building on the site 
as to not restrict views, and to 
scale fhe building down to not 











To respect the existing architec-
ture, axes, and character of the 
region. 
By considering the building mat-
erials, massing,·detail, and 
character which compliments or 
contrast the existing buildings 
in this area. 
Provide an image which would not 
be monumental in form, but to a 
more human scale. 
Through the use of building 
hieghts, set backs, etc. And 













'To minimize maintenance cost. 
Consider building materials which 
require a minimal maintenance and 
repair, both interior and exterior. 
To minimize operational cost. 
The form, construction and orien-
tation, should be sysmpathetic 
to an energy concieous design, 
through the use of dayl ighting, 
and other forms of passive energy 
conservation. 
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Time Goal 
Concept 
To create a flexible environment 
which wil I accomodate the exibits 
and storage of the exibits "today" 
and has the potential for minimal 
expansion in the future. 
Through site planning and func-
tional zoning , the exibit space 
and storage should have the 
flexibility to expand in the 
future. 




I' I : 
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Function 
Form 
Since the major function of the Museum and Resource Center is to 
educate the general public, on the facts of the Vietnam Veterans 
and the Vietnam War, the museum exibits should be relatively simple 
and easily comprehendable. 
Since the security varies from extreme public, (the museum exibits) 
to extreme private, (the document storage), there should be a clear 
separation between the Museum and the Resource Center. 
Since the Museum and Resource Center is to be located on a very 
unique site, it should respond to the existing elements of the site, 
such as the views, trees, topograpy, and the federal function 
of the city. 
Since the Museum is to be used by groups and individuals with 
various emotional feelings about the Vietnam Veterans and the 
Vietnam War, the Museum should have a very humanistic scale. 
Since the Resource Center is a central collection area of alI 
the information concerning the Vietnam War, the Resource Center 
shou I d project an image of security and strength. 




Since the Museum and Resource Center is for the people of the 
United States of America, it should be constructed of the highest 
quality materials to the reflect the American sense of pride. 
Since the Museum and Resource Center wil I expect some growth 
through donations, the Museum should be designed with expansion 
in mind. 



















STATE OF THE ART 
John F. Kennedy Library 
Lyndon B. Johnson Library 
Dumbarton Oaks 
Kimbel I Art Museum 












Auditorium Design 66 
Lighting 70 
Security 73 
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The 
Veterans 
The tragedy of the Vietnam War continues years after the 
signing of the truce, long after the final American with-
drawal. Among those stilI suffering are numerous veterans 
who have felt forgotten, unappreciated, and even discriminated 
against. For some of them, the trauma of their battle 
experiences or their physical disabil !ties have shattered 
their I ives. For even more, adjustment of civil ian 1 ife 
has not been easy; they have been truly "strangers at home." 
Much of the travail of the Vietnam veterans is in keeping 
with the lot of veterans since Homeric times or earlier. 
For Americans returning from earlier wars, psycholocical 
and economic adjustments were painful even for Revolutionary 
War heroes. The hardships and perils facing the Continental 
Army were so acute, and the needs of fami I ies back on the 
farms were so imperative, that large numbers of soldiers 
quietly slipped home. During the Civi I War the numbers of 
deserters from both the Union and Confederate armies were 
in the hundreds of thousands. In World Wars I and I I, 
discipline was so much tighter that desertion was kept to 
a minimum, but the vicissitudes of army I ife and the 
horrors of fighting were the lot of mil I ions of combat 
troops. Many veterans never fully recovered either physically 
or psychologically. 
Quite possibly in years to come, as perceptions of the 
Vietnam War alter, a larger proportion of the veterans of 
this war wil I, I ike those of earlier wars, come to enjoy 
the roles of heroes. Already by 1979, the Vietnam govern-
ment's invasion of Cambodia and its cruel treatment of the 
Chinese minority, the forced exodus of the "boat people," 
and the dedication of the Vietnam Veterans ~~emorial, were 




making a difference. In time the Vietnam War, too, might 
generally be perceived as a "just war." 
Overal I most of the veterans adjusted wei I both to military 
service and to their return to civil ian I ife. However, less 
than half were stationed in Vietnam, and only part of these 
were combat veterans. It is upon those who served in Vietnam, 
and especially those who were in combat, that this study, and 
public attention, rightfully focuses. 
In the perceptive analysis and the excerpts from excel lent 
oral history interviews one finds alI of the varied responses 
to combat service that earlier soldiers have experienced, 
from becoming "war lovers" to suffering shocked revulsion 
against kil I ing and especially feeling guilt over not some-
how preventing the death or wounding of a buddy. 
The anguish of of Vietnam veterans, although not in most 
respects different from that resulting from previous wars, 
is not easy to alleviate. The fact that public opinion is 
more sympathetic and that the goverment may be of more 
help is encouraging. Most Vietnam veterans have successfully 
become civilians; I ife may become more tolerable for the 
remainder. It is difficult to visualize any number ever 
I iving to look with nostalgia upon their experiences, as 
did Civil War veterans, but the future should bring them 
a sense of dignity and pride. 
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Veterans ..... . 
Our Father, our hearts are saddened and our spirits are 
in anguish for we continue to kil I those whom we should be 
healing. We know that the enemies of peace are in alI men, 
avarice, fear, enmity, anger and pride. We know that the 
first sacualty of was is truth, and yet we debate in ignorance 
the rightness or wrongness of our cause. Help us rise above 
our petty truths and national interests. May we know Thy 
wil I for alI men and alI nations. Save us from the brink 
of this man made Hel I of distruction. As we pray for peace, 
show us what you would have us to be and do. 
Pfc. Carl D. Rogers 




Letters from Vietnam 
Dear Folks, 
I'm writing this letter as my last one. You've probably 
already received word that I'm dead and that the goverment 
wishes to express its deepest regret. 
Believe me, I didn't want to die, but I know it was my 
part of the job. I want my country to I ive for bil I ions 
and bil I ions of years to come. 
I want it to stand as a I ight to alI people oppressed and 
guide them to the same freedom we know. If we have done 
the job God set down for us. It's up to every American to 
fight for the freedom we hold so dear. If we don't the 
smel Is of free air could become dark and damp as in a 
prision eel I. 
I can hold my head high because I fought, whether it be 
in heaven or hel I. Besides, the saying goes, "one more 
Gl from Vietnam, St. Peter; I've served my time in hell." 
Don't mourn me, Mother, for I'm happy I died fighting my 
country's enemies, and I wil I I ive forever in people's minds. 
I've done what I've always dreamed of. Don't mourn me, for 
I died a soldier of the United States of America. 
God bless you all and take care. I' II be seeing you in 
heaven. 
Your loving son and brother. 
Butch 




Letters from Vietnam 
Dear Mom, 
••• Mom, I know I will never be the same Joe. Last night 
I lost one of my best buddies. It wasn't Bob, but he used 
to run around with us. Some how the V.C. got through our 
I ines and threw a grenade into where my buddy was sleeping. 
One of my other buddies was wounded seriously and he's 
expected to die any time. You know, Mom, things didn't 
really bother me until we got out here in the bad part of 
Da-Nang. And now I lose two buddies. It's hard, Mom, to 
get over something I ike this, that's why I say it's gonna 
be different. 
I don't even smile anymore, nothing seems funny to me, 
e erything is serious now. Once I get out of here I never 
want to hear another word about Vietnam or wars. Y u r ad 
in the papers about demonstrators and alI this other bul I 
shit, they ask why we are over here. Wei I we're stopping 
communism over here instead of in the people's backyard 
back home in the U.S.A. And we're doing a damn good job 
over here and we' I I keep on doing a qood job. Our Marine 
corps saying "Death Before Dishonor." 
Well the rainy season has finally moved in. It rains just 
about every day now. Sometimes alI day and night. 
I sure would I ike to see my family, especially my I ittle 
niece. It's gonna be I ike a new world when I get home. 
Everything is gonna be so different •••• 
Wei I, Mom I'm gonna have to rush off now. 1'1 I write more 
later. God Bless you. 
I love you, 
Joe 




Letters from Vietnam 
I work seven days a week. Yesterday I stood guard for 
twelve hours in continuous pouring, pouring rain, covered 
only by a poncho, trying to keep my rifle dry. Had a most 
miserable bout with diarrhea-and only an outhouse. A toad 
just jumped into my sleeping bag. Did you know that this 
here is the domain of King Cobra? I am thinking of getting 
me a mongoose, as so many do for protection. Haven't had 
a cold drink yet. My dreams consist of snow capped mountains, 
huge icicles, and frosted glasses of beer. Drove three miles 
by truck to take a shower, am back and just as sweaty as 
before. Everything sticks; the heat and the humidity are 
unbearable, inhuman!!! In the rain it is only a cool 90 
or so. I asked one of our cooks, "How come there is so much 
rain here, when other parts of the world there is not enought 
water?" He said: " My boy, this here is not part of the 
earth; this here is Hel I and He is trying to put the fire 
Out!" In spite of alI, I am in real good spirits, mainly 
because you and alI the family have been so wonderful with 
your letters. ostly I miss fresh milk. Once in a while 
we get fresh eggs, instead of powdered ones. We had steak 
for dinner; at least I think it was steak ••••• 
(name with-held) 




Letters from Vietnam 
Dear Barbara, 
•••• I'm sorry that I've neglected to write, but I've been 
so tired and tensed up that I hardly know what I'm doing at 
times. It has gotten to the point where I'm stilI groggy 
and half alert an hour and a half after I've been up. I 
wish they were going to give us some time off. It had 
better be soon, as most of us have been working 18 and 20 
hours a day, besides having 12 hours of guard very fourth 
night ••• 
Was in V.C. territory this morning and had a couple of shots 
go whizzing past our vehicle. I wish .these little SOB's 
would come out in the open so we could "clean their clocks" 
for them. We have a "code of ethics" over here. Don't 
shoot at them unless they shoot at you first. Just great, 
isn't it! I sometimes wonder who we are tyring to impress 
over here ••••• 
Your loving brother, 
George 
A COLLECTION MUSEUM AND RESOURCE CENTER o FOR THE VIETNAM VETERANS o WASHINGTON ,D.C. 
8 
The 
War The Vietnam War was the longest in our Nation's history. Two American 
advisers were killed on July 8, 1959, and the last casualties in 
connection with the war occured on May 15, 1975, during the "Mayaquez" 
incident. Approximately 2.7 mil I ion Americans served in the war zone; 
300,000 were wounded and approximately 75,000 permanently disabled. 
Of the casualties, about 1300 remain missing and unaccounted for. 
The American advisory role began in the mid-1950s. and by 1964 U.S. 
personnel numbered approximately 20,000. With the "Gulf of Tonkin" 
Resolution, on August 7, 1964 the u.s. Congress authorized the 
President "to take a II necessary measures to repel any armed attack 
against the forces of the United States and to prevent further ag-
gression." The first American combat troops were landed in March 
1965; by mid-1969, at the hieght of U.S. involvement , American mi I i-
tary personne I in VIetnam numbered 550,000. Under a treaty signed by 
North Vietnam, South Vietnam, the Viet Cong, and the United States, 
a cease-fire went into effect on January 28, 1973. On April 30, 1975, 
the government of the Republic of Vietnam surrendered to the advancing 
North Vietnamese forces and alI remaining u.s. civil ian and military 
personnel were evacuated. 
During the war, American soldeirs, sailors, airmen, and marines fought 
with heroism and determination under some of the most difficult cir-
cumstances ever encounterd by American military personnel. Tragically, 
upon thier return home they received virtually no recognition for their 
service and sacrifice because of the raging domestic controversy over 
U.S. pol ley in conducting the War. 
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Chronology of Events in 




"The Vietnam Reader" 
Marcus G. Raskin and 









Proclamation by Ho Chi Minh of the Demo-
cratic Republic of Viet-Nam. 
1946 
France recognizes the Democratic Republic 
of Viet-Nam as a "free state within the 
French Union." French troops return to 
North Viet-Nam. 
Modus vivendi signed in Paris between Ho 
Chi Minh and French Overseas Affairs Min-
ister Marius Moutet. 
At Hai Phong French troops open fire on 
civilian population, kill 6,ooo. 
Viet-Minh forces throughout Indochina at-
tack French troops. The French-Indochina 
War begins. 
1947 
Last attempts at negotiation between French 
and Viet-Minh fail •. 
1948 
Bao Dai, French High Commissioner Emile 
Bollert, and General Nguyen Van Xuan sign 













the Baie d'Aiong Agreement to establish 
State of Viet-Nam with Bao Dai as chief of 
state within the French Union. 
1949 
The Elysee Agreement, in the form of an 
exchange of letters between Bao Dai and 
President Auriol of France, outlines the gen-
eral principles affecting French-Viet-Nam 
relations. 
Bao Dai decrees formally establish State of 
Viet-Nam and provide a basis for its organi-
zation on a constitutional framework. 
1950 
Great Britain and the United States extend 
de jure recognition to Viet-Nam. 
U.S. Consulate General in Saigon is raised 
to Legation, and Minister accredited to Viet-
Nam, Cambodia, and Laos. 
United States signs Mutual Defense Assist-
ance Agreement with France, Viet-Nam, 
Cambodia, and Laos for indirect U.S. mili-
tary aid to Viet-Nam, Cambodia, and Laos. 
1951 
United States signs agreement with Viet-Nam 
for direct economic assistance. 
Delegates from Viet-Nam, Cambodia, and 
Laos participate in the signing of the Japa-
nese Peace Treaty at San Francisco. 
1952 
U.S. Legation in Saigon is raised to Embassy 
status. U.S. Ambassador presents credentials 
to Bao Dai. Vietnamese Embassy is estab-
lished in Washington, D.C. 
The 2ooth U.S. ship carrying military aid 
arrives in Saigon. 
May 8. 




Fall of Dien Bien Phu. 
Geneva Conference on Indochina. The dele-
gates are from Great Britain and the U.S.S.R. 
(Joint chairmen), France, the United States, 
Communist China, Cambodia, Laos, and 
Viet-Nam and the Viet-Minh regime. Agree-
ments are signed on July 20 and 21 and the 
main provisions concerning Viet-Nam are 
that (I) Viet-Nam is to be partitioned along 
the 17th ParaUel into North and South Viet-
Nam, (2) regulations are imposed on foreign 
military bases and personnel and on increased 
armaments, ( 3) country-wide elections, lead-
ing to the reunification of North and South 
Viet-Nam, are to be held by July 20, 1956, 
and (4) an International Control Commis-
sion (I.C.C.) is to be established to super-
vise the implementation of the agreements. 
The United States and Viet-Nam are not sig-
natories to the agreements. The United States 
issues a unilateral declaration stating that it 
( 1) "will refrain from the threat or the use 
of force to disturb" the Geneva Agreements, 
( 2) "would view any renewal of the aggres-
sion in violation of the aforesaid agreements 
with grave concern and as seriously threaten-
ing international peace and security," and 
(3) "shall continue to seek to achieve unity 
through free elections, supervised by the 
U.N. to insure that they are conducted fairly." 
Head of State and former Emperor Bao Dai 
appoints Ngo Dinh Diem Preinier of Viet-
Nam. 
President Eisenhower sends a letter to Pre-
Inier Diem of South Viet-Nam stating that 
American assistance will be given directly 
to the government of South Viet-Nam. The 
letter also states that the U.S. government 













"expects this aid will be met by . . . under-
taking needed reforms." 
Conference of France and the Associated 
States (Cambodia, etc.) terminates the eco-
nomic and customs union between the As-
sociated States and France. 
1955 
United States begins to render direct as-
sistance to Viet-Nam. 
The U.S. Military Assistance Advisory Group 
(M.A.A.G.) takes over the training of the 
South Vietnamese Army. 
Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty 
(SEATO)-with its protocol covering Viet-
Nam, Cambodia, and Laos--comes into 
force. 
Chou En-lai and the North Vietnamese For-
eign Minister give assurances of "noninter-
ference" to ex-King Sihanouk of Cambodia. 
Premier Diem forms a new Cabinet composed 
largely of his own followers. 
Talks were scheduled to begin (according to 
Geneva Agreement) for the preparation of 
all-Viet-Nam elections to be held on July 20, 
1956, to reunite the country. The government 
of South Viet-Nam rejects the North Viet-
namese government's invitation to discuss 
the elections, on the grounds that in North 
Viet-Nam the people would not be able to 
express their wiU freely and that falsified 
votes in North Viet-Nam could overrule the 
votes in South Viet-Nam. 
A national referendum deposes Bao Dai, for-
mer Emperor and, since March 7, 1949, 
head of State of Viet-Nam. Ninety-eight per 
cent of the votes express preference for Pre-
mier Diem. 











who becomes the first President of South 
Viet-Nam. 
U.S. Consulate in Hanoi is closed. 
1956 
South Vietnamese Army units occupy Tay 
Ninh, principal Cao-Dai political center, lead-
ing to breakup of the organized Cao Dai 
armed sect. 
Tran Van Soai, leader of an important Hoa-
Hao faction, surrenders. Ba Cut, another 
principal Hoa-Hao leader, is captured on 
April 13. Hoa-Hao armed insurgency con-
tinues. 
General elections for South Viet-Nam's first 
National Constituent Assembly, which is to 
have 123 members, results in the victory of 
the National Revolutionary Movement and 
other political parties supporting President 
Diem. 
Viet-Nam government announces it will con~ 
tinue to co-operate with the [C. C. and reiter-
ates its position of supporting Viet-Nam-wide 
elections at such time as conditions in Com-
munist North Viet-Nam permit genuinely free 
V'lting. 
French High Command in Indochina dis-
solved. 
All-Vietnamese election, as provided in 1954 
Geneva declaration, fails to take place. 
Vietnamese liaison mission to the I.C.C. is 
established preparatory to the transfer of 
functions from the French liaison mission. 
South Viet-Nam's first constitution is promul-
gated and the National Constituent Assembly 
is officially transferred into a National As-
sembly. 
1957 
International Control Commission reports 
that between December, 1955, and August, 









September 1 o. 
August 30. 
April 17. 
1956, neither North Viet-Nam nor South 
Viet-Nam has been fulfilling its obligations 
under the 1954 armistice agreement. 
President Diem visits the United States. He 
addresses on May 9 a joint session of Con-
gress. In a joint communique (issued May 
I I), President Eisenhower and President 
Diem declare that both countries will work 
toward a "peaceful unification" of Viet-Nam. 
French naval and air force training mission 
withdrawn at South Vietnamese request. 
Bombing of U.S. M.A.A.G. and U.S.I.S. in-
stallations in Saigon; U.S. personnel injured. 
1958 
Large Communist guerrilla band attacks 
plantation north of Saigon, reflecting steady 
increase in Communist armed activity in 
South Viet-Nam since mid-1957. 
North Vietnamese liaison mission to the 
I.C.C. withdrawn from Saigon at request of 
South Viet-Nam. 




under which France provides aid for the Viet- November I 1. 
Nam government's agrarian reform program 
-1,490 million francs. 
1959 
Second national elections give the National 
Revolutionary Movement and other pro-Gov- November 12. 
emment political parties all seats in the Na-
tional Assembly in South Viet-Nam. No November 13. 
opposition candidates are allowed to take 
their seats. 
1960 
North Viet-Nam protests to the chairmen of 
the 1954 Geneva Conference (Britain and 
the U.S.S.R.) against a "formidable" increase December 20. 
of personnel in the American Military Assist-
ance and Advisory Group in South Viet-
Nam. 
An opposition group of 18, calling them-
selves the Committee for Progress and 
Liberty, sends letter to President Diem de-
manding drastic economic, administrative, 
and military reforms. 
United States announces that at the request 
of the government of South Viet-Nam, the 
U.S. Military Assistance and Advisory Group 
will be increased by the end of the year from 
327 to 685 members. 
South Viet-Nam government sends letter to 
the I.C.C. charging that Communist attacks 
in the Kontum-Pleiku area in October (I) 
involved regular army forces from Commu-
nist North Viet-Nam through Laos, (2) con-
stituted open aggression which was well 
prepared, commanded by high-ranking offi· 
cers, and conducted by regular forces trained 
in North Viet-Nam, and (3) employed weap-
ons made in North Viet-Nam and other Com-
munist countries. 
Military coup attempt against President 
Diem's regime. Rebel Col. Thi declares that 
President Diem is guilty of autocratic rule 
and nepotism and has "shown himself in· 
capable of saving the country from commu-
nism and protecting national unity." 
Loyalist troops enter the capital and subdue 
the rebels. 
U.S. State Department expresses satisfaction 
at the failure of the coup against President 
Diem and also hopes that "his powers will 
be established on a wider basis with rapid 
implementation of radical reforms and ener-
getic action against corruption-suspected ele-
ments." 
Foundation of National Liberation Front of 
South Viet-Nam. 















Radio Hanoi praises establishment of the 
"National Front for the Liberation of South 
Viet-Nam (NLFSV)." 
United States-Vietnamese Treaty of Amity 
and Economic Relations signed in Saigon. 
National Assembly ratifies treaty on June 14. 
President Diem appeals to the I. C. C. to make 
an "immediate and energetic investigation" 
of growing Communist terrorism and subver-
sion throughout South Viet-Nam. 
President Diem and Vice President Tho are 
elected by an overwhelming majority in Viet-
Nam's Presidential elections. 
President Kennedy declares at a press con-
ference that consideration is being given to 
the use of U.S. forces, if necessary, to help 
South Viet-Nam resist Communist pressures. 
He declares that this wiU be one of the sub-
jects discussed during the forthcoming visit 
of Vice President Johnson in South Viet-
Nam. 
U.S. Vice President Johnson in South Viet-
Nam. Joint communique on May 13 declares 
that additional U.S. military and economic 
aid will be given to help South Viet-Nam in 
its fight against Communist guerrilla forces. 
Fourteen-nation conference on Laos con-
vened in Geneva. 
Communist Chinese Premier Chou En-lai 
and North Vietnamese Premier Phan Van 
Dong (in Peking on a visit) accuse the 
United States of aggression and intervention 
in South Viet-Nam. 
President Kennedy declares that the United 
States will do all it can to save South Viet-
Nam from communism. 
Series of attacks by I ,ooo Communist gucr-







communique states that during the month of 
August there were 4 I engagements between 
Government forces and Communist rebels 
in South Viet-Nam. 
British advisory mission on administrative 
and policy matters, headed by R. K. G. 
Thompson (former Permanent Defense Sec-
retary in Malaya), leaves for South Viet-
Nam. 
Communist forces estimated at I ,500 men 
attack and seize the capital of Phuoc Thunh 
Province, only 6o miles from Saigon. 
President Kennedy, addressing the U.N. Gen-
eral Assembly in New York, declares that a 
threat to peace is "the smoldering coals of 
war in Southeast Asia." 
Military experts of SEA TO meet in Bang-
kok, Thailand, to consider the increasing 
Communist menace to South Viet-Nam. 
Adm. Harry D. Felt, U.S. Navy Commander 
in Chief in the Pacific, declares that there 
is no immediate prospect of using U.S. troops 
to stop the Communist advance in Southeast 
Asia, but he indicates that among the plans 
evolved for "every eventuality" some do call 
for the use of American troops. 
President Diem declares at the opening of 
the National Assembly's budgetary session: 
"It is no longer a guerrilla war •.. It is a 
war waged by an enemy who attacks us with 
regular units fully and heavily equipped and 
who seeks a strategic decision in Southeast 
Asia in conformity with the orders of the 
Communist International." The President 
also says that the U.S. committee headed by 
Dr. Eugene Staley recommended an increase 
in aid both for military measures and for 
economic and social development. 
President Kennedy announces at ~1is news 
conference that he is sending General Max-












well D. Taylor, his military adviser, to South 
Viet-Nam to investigate there the military 
situation and to report on it to him per-
sonally. 
State of emergency is proclaimed in South 
Viet-Nam by President Diem. 
Following closely the recommendations in 
General Taylor's report, President Kennedy 
decides to bolster South Viet-Nam's military 
strength, but not to commit U.S. combat 
forces at this time. 
U.S. State Department publishes White Paper 
that South Viet-Nam is threatened by "clear 
and present danger" of Communist conquest. 
U.S. President Kennedy pledges increased 
aid to South Viet-Nam. 
1962 
A joint United States-South Vietnamese 
communique announces "broad economic 
and social program [to raise living standards] 
... Measures to strengthen South Viet-Nam's 
defense in the military field are being taken 
simultaneously." 
Two U.S. Army air-support companies total-
ing 300 men arrive in Saigon, increasing the 
total of U.S. military personnel in South Viet.;. 
Nam to 4,000. 
United States reorganizes its South Viet-Nam 
military command, establishes new "U.S. 
Military Assistance Command, Viet-Nam" 
(M.A.C.V.) under four-star General Paul D. 
Harkins. 
In a Peking Radio broadcast, Communist 
China declares her security seriously threat-
ened by an "undeclared war" being waged 
by the United States in South Viet-Nam. The 
broadcast demands the withdrawal of U.S. 









Two South Viet-Nam Air Force fighter planes 
bomb and strafe Presidential palace in Sai-
gon. Mme. Ngo Dinh Nhu slightly injured. 
Tass Soviet news agency publishes Soviet 
Ministry note to the signatories of the 1954 
Geneva Agreements. The note charges the 
United States with creating "a serious dan-
ger to peace" by its "interference" in South 
Viet-Nam, in contravention of the Geneva 
Agreements, and demands immediate with-
drawal of U.S. troops. 
"Operation Sunrise," a comprehensive plan 
to eliminate the Viet-Cong guerrillas in South 
Viet-Nam, begins with a mopping-up opera-
tion of rebels in Binh Duong Province. 
National Assembly pledges full support to 
President Diem's plan to establish thousands 
of "strategic hamlets" in the Communist-
infested Mekong Delta during the current 
year. 
Canadian and Indian members of the I.C.C. 
find North Viet-Nam guilty of subversion and 
covert aggression against South Viet~Nam. 
The Polish delegation to the Commission re-
jects the charge. 
South Viet-Nam's National Assembly votes 
to extend its term of office by one year, to 
August, 1963. The explanation given is that 
it is impossible to hold elections now, because 
it would tie down troops needed against the 
Communist guerrillas. 
U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara 
declares that, while a final victory over the 
Communists in South Viet-Nam is years 
away, he is encouraged by the increased ef-
fectiveness of U.S. aid to the South Vietna-
mese forces. 
Sihanouk asks President Kennedy for an 
international conference to guarantee Cam-
bodia's neutrality-threatens to ask for Chi-













nese Communist protection in the absence 
of guarantees. · 
National Assembly extends by one year 
President Diem's emergency powers to rule 
by decree. 
South Viet-Nam withdraws its Ambassador 
to Laos as a result of Laos' establishment of 
diplomatic relations with North Viet-Nam. 
South Vietnamese government protests to the 
I.C.C. against the introduction of Chinese-
made weapons and ammunition. 
Government in Saigon announces that 4,077 
strategic hamlets have been completed (of 
a total of I I,I82 to be built) and that 39 
per cent of South Viet-Nam's population is 
now living in these communities. 
1963 
At the village of Ap-Bac, in the Mekong 
Delta, 200 VC soldiers hold their ground 
against 2,000 A.R.V.N. troops supported by 
helicopters, airplanes, and armor (shoot 
down 5 helicopters, kill 3 Americans). This 
is the first "stand-and-fight" battle of the 
Second Indochina war. 
Adm. Harry D. Felt, Commander in Chief 
of U.S. forces in the Pacific, confers with 
Gen. Paul D. Harkins and declares, before 
his departure, that the Viet-Cong guerrillas 
face "inevitable" defeat, and he says: "I am 
confident the Vietnamese are going to win the 
war." 
Admiral Felt, Commander in Chief, Pacific, 
states that "the South Vietnamese should 
achieve victory in three years." 
President Diem proclaims an "open arms" 
campaign to induce Viet-Cong guerrillas to 
give up their weapons and return to the side 
of South Viet-Nam. 







July I I. 
situation in South Viet-Nam "difficult and 
dangerous," and says that the United States 
"cannot promise or expect a quick victory" 
and that its role is "limited and supporting." 
Gen. Paul D. Harkins, Commander of Mili-
tary Assistance Command, Viet-Nam 
(M.A.C.V.) affirms that "the South Viet-
namese Armed Forces have now attained the 
experience, training, and necessary equip-
me~t required for victory." 
Riot erupts in northern city of Hue, former 
imperial capital, 400 miles north of Saigon. 
Involves Buddhist celebration of the anni-
versary of Buddha's birth and the flying of 
flags on the special day-I2 persons are 
killed, including some children. Buddhist 
leaders charge that government troops fired 
into the crowd, while government officials 
say that Communists were responsible for the 
explosion. 
Buddhist demonstrations break out in Hue. 
Martial law is swiftly imposed. 
Buddhist monk (Thich Quang Due) commits 
suicide by burning himself to death with 
gasoline in front of the Cambodian legation. 
Further aggravates religious crisis involving 
South Vietnamese Buddhists. 
Government troops use force to suppress riots 
in Saigon which follow an agreement between 
Buddhist leaders and the government. 
President Kennedy announces the appoint-
ment of Henry Cabot Lodge as the next 
American Ambassador to South Viet-Nam. 
U.S. Ambassador Nolting returns to South 
Viet-Nam after consultations in Washington 
and issues a statement assuring continued 
U.S. support to President Diem and warning 
that "unity of purpose and purpose in ac-
tion" must not be weakened by "internal dis-
sension." 










Martial law is proclaimed throughout South 
Viet-Nam by President Diem after hundreds 
of armed police and government troops 
raided the main Buddhist Xa Loi pagoda in 
Saigon. · 
Foreign Minister Vu Van Mau (a Buddhist) 
submits his resignation to President Diem. 
Also on the same day, South Viet-Nam's 
Ambassador to the United States Tran Van 
Chuong (father of Mme. Ngo Dinb Nhu) 
resigns. Both resign in disapproval of gov-
ernment policies toward Buddhists. Depart-
ment of State issues statement deploring 
action against Buddhist pagodas. 
U.S. Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge pre-
sents his credentials to President Diem. 
Cambodia breaks off diplomatic relations 
with South Viet-Nam. 
A senior M.A.C.V. officer is quoted in the 
New York Herald Tribune as saying that 
''there has been no evidence of any increase 
in the number of Viet-Cong units in the 
Mekong Delta even though we expected there 
would be because our strategy is to sweep 
them steadily southward and finally corner 
them. The delta area under our control is 
increasing, not spectacularly, but steadily." 
French President de Gaulle issues policy 
statement on South Viet-Nam. He declares 
that France is able "to appreciate the role 
this people would be capable of playing in 
the current situation of Asia for its own prog-
ress and for the benefit of international un-
derstanding once it was able to exercise its 
activity in independence from foreign influ-
ence, in internal peace and unity, and in 
concord with its neighbors. Today, more than 





September 2 I. 
September 2 7. 
October 2. 
Times of Vietnam charges that U.S. Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency agents had planned 
a coup d'etat for August 28 to overthrow 
President Diem. On the same day, U.S. Presi-
dent Kennedy declares that the United States 
is prepared to continue to assist South Viet-
Nam "but I don't think that the war can be 
won unless the people support the effort and, 
. in my opinion, in the last 2 months, the gov-
ernment has gotten out of touch with the 
people." 
Marquis Childs is quoted in the Washington 
Post as stating that "confidential reports from 
high American authorities in Saigon say that 
the war can be won in 9 months. They say 
that the border with North Viet-Nam has 
been 95 per cent closed. The Viet-Cong 
guerrillas are being starved out." 
Decree announces end of martial law in Viet-
Nam on September 16. 
President Kennedy orders Secretary of De-
fense RobertS. McNamara and Gen. Max-
well D. Taylor, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, to go to South Viet-Nam to review 
the military efforts against the Communist 
Viet-Cong. McNamara and Taylor in South 
Viet-Nam from September 24 to October I. 
Elections are held for the 123-member Na-
tional Assembly. All candidates were ap-
proved in advance by the government; many 
were unopposed, including President Diem's 
brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, and his wife, Mme. 
Nhu. 
In a statement released by the White House, 
Secretary McNamara and General Taylor 
reported their judgment that "the major 
part of the United States military task [Viet-
Nam] can be completed by the end of 1965." 
They reported that by the\ end of this year 
the United States program for training Viet-







November ::t .. 
November4. 
namese should have progressed to the point 
where 1,000 U.S. military personnel assigned 
to South Viet-Nam can be withdrawn. 
U.N. General Assembly agrees to send a fact-
finding mission to South Viet-Nam to inves-
tigate charges of government oppression of 
Buddhists. The Diem government on Octo-
ber 4 had invited the U.N. to send such a 
mission. 
"Victory in the sense it would apply to this 
kind of war is just months away and the 
reduction of American advisers can begin 
any time now," says Gen. Harkins in The 
Stars &: Stripes, Tokyo. 
Military coup (organized by the key generals 
of the armed forces) against the Diem re-
gime. Rebels lay siege to the presidential 
palace in Saigon, which is captured by the 
following morning. President Diem and his 
brother,· Ngo Dinh Nhu, escape from the 
palace, but a few hours later are taken by 
the rebels, and while being transported in 
an armored carrier to rebel headquarters 
they are assassinated. 
Military leaders in South Viet-Nam set up 
a provisional Government headed by former 
Vice President Nguyen Ngoc Tho (a Bud-
dhist) as Premier. The Constitution is sus-
pended and the National Assembly dissolved. 
Buddhists, students, and other political pris-
oners arrested by the former regime are 
released. 
Premier Nguyen Ngoc Tho of South Viet-
Nam announces formation of a mixed mili-
tary-civilian Cabinet which has been ap-
proved by the military leaders. United States 
recognizes the new provisional government 
of South Viet-Nam. U.S. Secretary of State 
Dean Rusk rejects, during a press confer-
ence, French President de Gaulle's proposals 
for a neutral, independent Viet-Nam, stating 
that the result would be a Communist Viet-
Nam. 
November IS. U.S. military spokesman in Saigon reports 
that 1,000 U.S. servicemen will be withdrawn 
from South Viet-Nam, beginning Decem-
ber 3· 
November ::to. U.S. Defense Secretary RobertS. McNamara 
and Secretary of State Dean Rusk confer in 
Honolulu, Hawaii, with U.S. Antbassador to 
South Viet-Nam, Henry Cabot Lodge and 
Gen. Paul D. Harkins. 
November 22. President John F. Kennedy is assassinated 
in Dallas, Texas. His successor Lyndon B. 
Johnson affirms on November 24 the U.S. 
intention to continue its military and eco-
nomic support of South Viet-Nam's struggle 
against the Communist Viet-Cong. 
December 19-20. U.S. Defense Secretary McNamara and Di-
rector of C.I.A. John A. McCone in Saigon 
to evaluate the new government's war efforts 
against the Viet-Cong. 
1964 
January 2. Secretary Rusk announces in news confer-
ence that "A Vietnamese Army group seized 
in the delta area of Viet-Nam some 300,000 
rounds of small arms ammunition, weapons 
like mortars, recoilless ammunition, made in 
China" and that almost certainly Hanoi was 
primarily responsible for their infiltration 
into South Viet-Nam. 
January 17. The joint Vietnamese-American survey of 
the strategic hamlet program ·shows serious 
flaws and less than 20 per cent of the 8,ooo 
villages as viable. Gen. Nguyen Khanh was 
to say in April, 1964, that VC controlled 
close to 7 million (about 57 per cent of 
South Viet-Nam's rural population). 




I January 27. Secretary McNamara testifies before the March 26. In a major policy speech, Secretary McNa-War House Armed Services Committee: "Viet- mara announces that an additional so million 
Cong activities were already increasing in dollars would be requested for Viet-Nam, 
September [1963] and continued to increase that so thousand more troops would be 
at an accelerated rate in October and No- levied in South Viet-Nam, and that the war 
vember, particularly in the [Mekong] Delta there might not be finished "in the first thou-
area." sand days of the Johnson Administration." 
January 27. U.S. Secretary of Defense McNamara in a April27. VC regular strength is now estimated at 4S 
speech before the House Armed Services battalions. 
Committee states that the situation in South May2. Explosion in Saigon Harbor sinks U.S. air-
Viet-Nam "continues grave," but that "the craft transport shtp. 
survival of an independent government in May 12. Secretary Rusk asks NATO members to give 
South· Viet-Nam is so important to the se- greater support to South Viet-Nam. 
curity of Southeast Asia and to the free May 12-13. Secretary McNamara and General Taylor 
world that I can conceive of no alternative make fifth on-the-spot review of South Viet-
other than to take all necessary measures Nam. 
within our capability to prevent a Commu- May 18. The White House requests an additional 12S 
nist victory." France establishes diplomatic million dollars for economic and military aid 
relations with Communist China. to Viet-Nam. 
January 30. Military coup, organized by Maj. Gen. Ngu- May 20. France proposes reconvening of 14-nation 
yen Khanh, ousts government of Maj. Gen. 
conference on Laos in Geneva. This proposal 
Duong Van Minh from power in South Viet-
is rejected by the United States and United 
Nam. 
February 7· When asked at a press conference about cer-
Kingdom and endorsed by the Soviet Union, 
Poland, Cambodia, India, and Communist 
tain neutralization proposals regarding South 
China. 
Viet-Nam, Secretary Rusk reiterates U.S. 
May 22. Secretary Rusk, stating the choices in Viet-policy that, "If the agreements which have 
already been reached and which have been Nam, says: "A third choice would be to 
signed by those in the north would be ful- expand the war. This can be the result if 
filled, there could be peace in Southeast the Communists persist in their course of 
Asia." aggression." 
February 18. Secretary McNamara testifies before Con- June 12. President de Gaulle calls for an end to all 
gress that the "bulk" of the United States foreign intervention in South Viet-Nam. 
forces in Viet-Nam can still be expected to June 23. President Johnson announces appointment of 
leave by 1965. Gen. Taylor to be U.S. Ambassador to South 
March 7· General Khanh announces a one-year reform Viet-Nam and Alexis Johnson as Deputy 
program to rebuild South Viet-Nam's politi- Ambassador. 
cal and administrative structure and raise July 4-9· Three Special Forces camps are attacked on 
standard of living. the Highlands. 
March 8-12. McNamara and Taylor in Saigon. July 28. An additional s,ooo U.S. troops will be sent 














to Viet-Nam, raising total U.S. forces there September J. 
to 25,000. 
A South Vietnamese naval force strikes at 
North Vietnamese radar and naval instal- September 13. 
lations at Hon Mat and Hon Ngu islands. 
Units of the U.S. 7th Fleet apparently were September 20. 
not informed of the strike. 
A U.S. Navy destroyer on patrol in the Gulf 
of Tonkin is pursued by North Vietnamese September 26. 
patrol torpedo boats. They are driven off by 
gun fire and air attacks. 
U.S. destroyers Maddox and C. Turner Joy October 20. 
report torpedo attack. Two North Viet-
namese PT boats sunk. October :u. 
United States sends reinforcements to Tonkin 
Bay area. 
President Johnson's message to Congress; October 25. 
joint resolution is introduced "To promote 
the maintenance of international peace and 
security in Southeast Asia." October 26. 
U.S. Congress approves Southeast Asia reso-
lution (Senate vote, 88-2; House vote, October 27. 
41 6-o). Gen. Khanh declares state of emer-
gency in Viet-Nam. 
President Johnson signs Southeast Asia reso- November I, 
Jution into law (Public Law 88-408). 
Gen. Khanh, elected Vietnamese President November 2. 
by "Military Revolutionary Council," ousts 
Duong Van Minh as chief of state and pro- December 4. 
claims new "constitution." 
Gen. Khanh promises liberalization of regime 
after repeated protests by Vietnamese. December 20. 
New Viet-Nam Constitution is withdrawn; 
Revolutionary Council disbands; Gen. 
Khanh, Duong Van Minh, and Tran Thien 
Khiem are named provisional leaders. 
Nguyen Xuan Oanh is named acting premier December 2 r. 
of Viet-Nam to head caretaker government. 
He states Gen. Khanh has suffered "mental 
and physical breakdown." 
Gen. Khanh resumes premiership; Taylor 
sees him "rested and recovered." Duong Van 
Minh restored to position of chief of state. 
Bloodless coup by Brig. Gen. Lam Van Phat 
against Gen. Khanh in Saigon. It fails. 
Tribesmen from the Special Forces mutiny 
against Vietnamese officers and demand au-
tonomy for the mountain areas. 
Viet-Nam High National Council formally 
inaugurated and is charged with preparing 
a new constitution. 
Revolutionary Council presents new Viet-
Nam consti~ution. 
United States charges Cambodian troops 
crossed South Viet-Nam border and seized 
a U.S. officer. 
United States charges Cambodians fired on 
U.S. helicopter in South Viet-Nam search-
ing for missing U.S. officer. 
Viet-Nam Revolutionary Council elects Phan 
Khac Suu chief of state. 
Cambodia claims it shot down U.S. C-123. 
United States admits plane over Cambodian 
territory due to "map-reading error." 
Tran Van Huong named Premier of Viet-
Nam. 
Russia delivers new arms shipment to Cam-
bodia to replace American equipment. 
South Viet-Nam military leaders announce 
support of Premier Tran Van Huong's gov-
ernment. 
Military stage purge; dissolve civilian High 
National Council (provisional legislature). 
United States opposes power takeover of 
military and dissolution of civilian parlia-
ment. 
Gen. Khanh supports power of military versus 
U.S. appeals; declares Viet-Nam forces would 
not fight "to carry out the policy of any for-
eign country." 




December 24. Terrorist bombing in Saigon kills 2 Ameri-




January I. Battle for Binh-Gia. In a stand-and-fight 
battle, three Communist battalions attack 
and destroy a larger South Vietnamese force 
inflicting heavy casualties. February I I. 




Johnson states: "In Asia, communism wears February 12. 
a more aggressive face. We see that in Viet-
Nam. February 15. 
"Why are we there? 
"We are there, first, because a friendly February 16. 
nation has asked us for help against Com-
munist aggression. Ten years ago we pledged 
our help. Three Presidents have supported February 17. 
that pledge. We will not break it. 
"Second, our own security is tied to the 
peace of Asia. Twice in one generation we 
have had to fight against aggression in the 
Far East. To ignore aggression would only February 18. 
increase the danger of a larger war. 
"Our goal is peace in Southeast Asia. 
That will come only when aggressors le;1ve 
their neighbors in peace. February 20. 
"What is at stake is the cause of freedom. 
In that cause we shall never be found want-
ing." February 21. 
U.S. Army reports that between January I, 
1962, and November 30, 1964, a total of 28 
army helicopters were lost in battle and 58 February 24. 
in accidents. 
Presidential Assistant McGeorge Bundy flies 
to Viet-Nam for on-the-spot evaluation. February 27. 
8 American servicemen were killed and 62 
wounded in an attack by 100 VC guerrillas March 7· 
on Pleiku. Several American helicopters were 
also destroyed. 
The President orders "retaliatory" strikes 
on North Vietnamese targets. The round-the-
clock bombardment of North Viet-Nam be-
gins. Russian Prime Minister Kosygin was 
in Hanoi when raids began. 
Prime Minister Kosygin in a speech in Hanoi 
promises increased aid to North Viet-Nam. 
South Vietnamese air force planes also 
hit North Viet-Nam. 
Viet-Cong blow up U.S. barracks at Qui-
Nhon. Kill 19 U.S. troops and injure 13. 
160 U.S. and Vietnamese aircraft attack 
North Viet-Nam. 
North Viet-Nam asks the withdrawal of In-
ternational Control Commission Field Teams. 
Peking urges "concrete action" against the 
U.S. American dependents are being evacu-
ated from South Viet-Nam. 
According to a Gallup poll 6o per cent of 
those questioned are in favor of a United 
Nations force to deal with the problem of 
Southeast Asia and Viet-Nam. 20 per cent 
disapprove and 20 per cent have no opinion. 
Secretary of Defense McNamara in his an-
nual defense review before Congress states 
that the U.S. has no alternative but to con-
tinue the struggle in South Viet-Nam. 
India Prime Minister Shastri outlines a pro-
posal for the neutrality and independence of 
both Viet-Nams. 
It is reported that major Communist sup-
plies enter South Viet-Nam via the sea rather 
than via the "Ho Chi Minh" trail. 
U.S. jet bombers are used inside South Viet-
Nam for air strikes against Viet-Cong tar-
gets. 
The State Department publishes a second 
White Book on Viet-Nam. 
A Marine force of 3,500 men if being sent 
to Da Nang. This brings the total of U.S. 
troops in Viet-Nam to 27,000. 













Secretary of State Dean Rusk explains in a 
press conference that the use of "police type" 
gases in South Viet-Nam does not constitute 
"gas warfare." 
Viet-Cong saboteurs blow up U.S. Embassy 
in Saigon, kill 20 and injure 175. 
President Johnson, at Baltimore, offers "un-
conditional" discussions to North Viet-Nam 
and a regional 1-billion-dollar aid program 
to Southeast Asia. 
In a joint statement issued by Soviet Premier 
Kosygin and North Vietnamese Premier 
Pharo Van Dong, a four-point program for 
negotiations is outlined involving withdrawal 
of foreign bases and troops from both Viet-
Nams and reunification of both Viet-Nams 
at a later date through free elections. 
President Johnson bids Congress for another 
special appropriation of 700 million dollars 
for Viet-Nam. · 
American ground combat troops are now 
openly committed to operations in Viet-Nam. 
The White House denies that this constitutes 
a change in U.S. policies. 
There are now in Viet-Nam 54,000 U.S. 
troops, including 24,500 Army men, 16,500 
Marines. 9,500 Air Force and 3,500 Navy 
men. 
American B-52 heavy jet bombers attack 
Viet-Cong installations inside South Viet-
Nam with conventional explosive bombs. 
By October, 1965, close to 15,000 tons of 
bombs were dropped by the B-52's. 
The Soviet Union refuses to receive a Com-
monwealth mission, composed of represen-
tatives of Britain, Nigeria, Trinidad-Tobago, 
and Ghana; seeking to promote Viet-Nam 
peace talks. 
The new South Vietnamese military re-
gime of Brig. Gen. Nguyen Cao Ky breaks 











Red China and North Viet-Nam refuse to 
receive the Commonwealth peace mission. 
General Maxwell D. Taylor resigns as U.S. 
Ambassador to South Viet-Nam and is re-
placed by Henry Cabot Lodge. 
At a press conference, the President declares 
that in Viet-Nam "we committed our power 
and our national honor and that has been 
reaffirmed by three presidents." 
Secretary of State Dean Rusk, referring to 
U.S. air attacks on North Viet-Nam, states 
that "the idea of the sanctuary is dead." 
"Voluntary censorship" of news requested 
of journalists by U.S. Military Assistance 
Command, Viet-Nam. 
In Moscow, roving Ambassador W. Aver-
ell Harriman begins informal Viet-Nam talks 
with Soviet Premier Alexey Kosygin. 
Secretary of Defense McNamara, on another 
visit to Saigon, is met with requests for addi-
tional U.S. troops. Upon leaving Viet-Nam 
on July 20 he declares that "in many respects 
there bas been a deterioration" in the Viet-
Nam war since his last visit fourteen months 
earlier. 
Soviet surface-to-air (SAM) missiles posi-
tioned in the Hanoi area shoot down a U.S. 
Air Force jet fighter-bomber operating over 
North Viet-Nam. 
United States retaliates by bombing some of 
the SAM sites. In his press conference of 
the same day, President Johnson states that 
"we must not Jet this mask the central fact 
that this is really war." 
A brigade task force of the JOist Airborne 
Division lands in Viet-Nam, reinforcing the 
173d Airborne Brigade anJ the 3d Marine 
Division already there. Fift}' thousand more 
U.S. troops are ordered to Viet-Nam. 
The United States formally reaffirms its ad-








herence to the 1949 Geneva Conventions on 
the treatment of prisoners and war victims. 
The 7th Regimental Landing Team, Ist Ma· 
rine Division, lands in Viet-Nam. 
The Senate approves a $ 1. 7 billion supple-
mentary appropriation for military opera-
tions in Viet-Nam. The presence of the 
North Vietnamese 325th Division (18th, 
95th, and JoiSt Regiments) inside South 
Viet-Nam is reported. 
With the arrival of the Ist Cavalry Division 
(Airmobile), in Viet-Nam, U.S. servicemen 
there now number 128,soo. 
The Pentagon recommends the increase of 
U.S. forces in Viet-Nam to the 2oo,ooo-man 
level. 





NOTE: This bibliography is merely indicative of the increasingly 
vast body of literature available on Viet-Nam, but it groups some 
of the most important recent books on the subject and is repre-
sentative of the diverse viewpoints now prevailing. 
Bator, Victor. Viet-Nam: A Diplomatic Tragedy. Dobbs Ferry, 
N.Y.: Oceana Publications, 1965. [Documented account of 
what author, a former Hungarian diplomat, considers U.S. 
diplomatic errors in Viet-Nam since 1953.) 
Bouscaren, Anthony D. The Last of the Mandarins: Diem of Viet-
Nam. Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1965. [Thor-
oughly uncritical, right-wing account of Diem's rule in 
Viet-Nam.] 
Browne, Malcolm W., The New Face of War. New York: Dobbs-
Merrill, 1965. [Report, with grimly realistic detail, of present 
situation in South Viet-Nam by Pulitzer Prize-winning A.P. 
reporter.] 
Burchett, Wilfred G. Viet-Nam: Inside Story of the Guerrilla War. 
New York: International Publishers, 1965. [Communist view 
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Front.] 
Burling, Robbins. Hill Farms and Padi Fields. Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice Hall, 1965. [Scholarly account of life in Southeast 
Asia's hinterlands.] 
Chaffard, Georges. lndochine-dix ans d'independance. Paris: 
Calmann-Levy, 1964. [On-the-spot survey by one of France's 
best reporters, of aU four Indochina states, including North 
Viet-Nam.] 
Clubb, Oliver E., Jr. The United States and the Sino-Soviet Bloc in 
Southeast Asia. Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institu-
tion, 1963. LObjective account of power-bloc competition in 
Southeast Asia.] 
Crozier, Brian. So111heast Asia in Turmoil. London: Penguin Books, 
1965. [British view, along U.S. official lines, of situation.] 
Fall, Bernard B. Street Without Joy: From the Indochina War to 
the War in Viet-Nam. 4th rev. ed., Harrisburg: The Stack-
pole Co., 1964. [Military operations from 1946 through 
1964. The author feels that same mistakes are being re-
peated.] 
---. The Two Viet-Nams: A Political and Military History. 5th 
rev. ed., New York: Praeger, 1965. [Particularly valuable 
on background of North and South Vietnamese leaders and 
on rise of the present insurgency.] 
Halberstam, David. The Making of a Quagmire. New York: Ran-
dom House, 1965. [Account of 1963-64 events in South 
Viet-Nam by Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter of the New 
York Times. Particularly valuable on 1963 crisis.] 
Hickey, Gerald C. Village in Viet-Nam. New Haven: Yale Univer-
sity Press, 1964. IThe best American study on village life.] 
Kahin, George MeT. (ed.). Governments and Politics of Southeast 
Asia. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1964. [Good back-
ground on formal government structure and administrative 
problems.] l 
Lacouture, Jean. Viet-Nam Between Two Truces. New York: 
Random House, 1966. [Review of recent events by noted 
French journalist.] 
Mecklin, John. Mission in Torment. New York: Doubleday, 1965. 
[Excellent "inside" report on why U.S. erred in Viet-Nam 
policy estimates, by former U.S. senior diplomat in Saigon.] 
Nguyen Kien. Le Sud Viet-Nam depuis Dien Bien Phu. Paris: 
Fran~ois MaspcSro, 1963. LDocumented Communist view-
point on South Viet-Nam since 1954.] 
Nguyen Qui Hung. Neuf ans de dictature au Sud Viet-Nam. Saigon: 
n.p., 1964. [Anti-communist account of shortcomings of 
Diem regime.] 
United States, Department of Defense. Viet-Nam: The Struggle for 
Freedom. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1964. [Q's and A's about the Viet-Nam problem.] 
---. Aggression from the North: The Record of North Viet-
Nam's Campaign to Conquer South Viet-Nam. Washington, 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1965. [Evidence of North 
Vietnamese interference in guerrilla war. Poorly docu-
mented.] 
Vie~-Nam (North). Documents relatifs a /'execution des Accords 
de Gen~ve concernant le Viet-Nam. Hanoi: Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, 1956. [Fully documented account of refusal 
of South Viet-Nam to execute Geneva Accords.] 
Viet-Nam (South). La politique agressive des Viet-Minh commu-
nistes et Ia guerre subversive communiste au Sud Viet-Nam. 
Saigon: 1962. [Fully documented account of guerrilla oper-
ations inside South Viet-Nam, 1961-62.] 
---. Communist Aggression Against the Republic of Viet-Nam. 
Saigon: 1964. [A follow-up on preceding volume.] 
Warner, Denis. The Last Confucian. London: Penguin Books, 1964. 
[Australian view, along U.S. official lines mostly, of events 
in Southeast Asia in 1960-63. Valuable insights on early 
Buddhist tensions.] 




On April 27. 1979. the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund, Inc. 
(VVMF) was formed for the pUrpose of establishing a memorial in 
Washington, ·o.c. to serve as a symbol of the nation's honor and 
recognition of the men and women who served in Vietnam War. On 
July 1980, through the support of U.S. Senator Charles MtC. 
Mathias, Jr., of Maryland and John W. Warner of Virginia, Con-
gress authorized a two-acre site in Constitution Gardens near 
the Lincoln Memorial as the future location of the Vietnam Vet-
erans Memorial. 
On May 1, 1981, the design of the memorial was selected through 
a national design competition. The winning design was authored 
by Maya Ying Lin of Athens, Ohio, who at the time was a 21 year 
old architectural student attending Yale University. In August 
of 1981, VVMF selected an architecture firm, Cooper-Lecky Part-
nership, and a construction manager, Gilbane Building Company, 
to develop and build the design. Ms. Lin was retained as a de-
sign consultant to the architect of record. In January of 1982, 
the decision was made to add a figurative sculpture and flag 
staff to the memorial site to provide a realistic depiction of 
Vietnam fighting men and a symbol of their devotion to country. 
Soon after, Washington sculptor Frederick Hart was selected to 
provide the sculpture "Three Fighting Hen" to be placed at the 
site. 
Construction of the memorial proceeded in four phases. The in-
itial work included the granite wall and walkway paving, the 
curb behind the wall, the landscaping in the bowl area and the 
addition of trees, mainly to the north and west of the wall. 
This work was completed in late October 1982, and dedicated on 
Veterans Day, November 13. The second phase was primarily work 
to the bowl area, and included the surface drain system and 
alterations to the soil to improve~erk rate. The work was 
completed in the spring of 1983. The third phase, initiated in 
April 1983, was the erection of the flagpole and the sculpture, 
and also included alterations to the bituminous paving, 
landscaping, and foundations in the sculpture area. During the 
final phase, the granite walk in front of the wall was widened 
and extended with granite sets; the granite paving was instal-
led at the base of the flagpole and in the sculpture area; 
lighting was added for the wall, the sculpture and the flag; 
the sculpture area landscaping was completed; and the bronze 
housings for the directories were installed. The sculpture, 
which will be bronze cast, is expected to be installed in 
November 1984. 
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The 
Memorial MEMORIAL DESIGN: 
Situated in a park-like setting, the memorial appears as a 
long, lo~ V-shaped rift in the earth.. Lined with pOlished 
black granite, the walls of the memorial emerge from and recede 
into the earth, bearing the names of all who gave their lives 
or remain missing as a result of the Vietnam War. Though the 
names appear infinite in number, their organization on the wall 
brings ~losure to the experience. Maya Ying Lin, the designer 
of the memorial, explains: 
The memorial is composed not as an unchanging monument, but 
as a moving composition, to be understood as we move into 
and out of it; the passage itself is gradual, the descent 
to the origin slow, but it is at the origin that the mean-
ing of the memorial is to be fully understood. At the in-
tersection of these walls, on the right side, at the wall's 
top, is carved the date of the first death. It is followed 
by the names of those who have died in the war, in chrono-
logical order. These names continue on this wall, appear-
ing to recede into the earth at the wall's end. The names 
resume on the left wall, as the wall emerges from the 
earth, back to the origin, where the date of the last death 
is carved, at the bottom of this wall. Thus the war's 
beginning and end meet; the war is 'complete,' coming full 
circle, yet broken by the earth that bounds the angle's 
open side, and contained within the earth itself. As we 
turn to leave, we see these walls stretching into the 
distance, directing us to the Washington Monument, to the 
left, and the Lincoln Memorial, to the right, thus bringing 
the Vietnam Memorial into historical context. We the 
living are brought to a concrete realization of these 
deaths. 
The cast bronze sculpture is sited in a grove of trees south-
west of the memorial. Entitled "Three Fighting Men", the 
sculpture depicts three Vietnam veterans returning from battle, 
and is oriented such that the figures look toward the vertex of 
the memorial. The sculptor, Frederick Hart, describes his cre-
ation as follows: 
The portrayal of the figures is consistent with history. 
They wear the uniform and carry the equipment of war; they 
are young. The contrast between the innocence of their 
youth and the weapons of war underscores the poignancy of 
their sacrifice. There is about them the physical contact 
and sense of unity that bespeaks the bonds of love and sac-
rifice that is the nature of men at war. And yet they are 
each alone. Their strength and their vulnerabi11ty are 




both evident. Their true heroism lies in these bonds of 
loyalty 1n the face of their aloneness and vulnerability. 
Located near the sculpture, .. the ltnerican flag flies from a 
bronze staff. The cast bronze base contains the emblems of the 
five armed services. 
ARRANGEMENT OF NAMES! 
Each of the walls is composed of seventy separat~' inscribed• 
gPaAita ~aftel~. The largest panels have 137 lines of names; 
the shortest have a single line. There are five names on each 
line. lines on each panel are oriented toward the vertex, with 
one "justified" side where all the lines are aligned vertical-
ly, and one "ragged• side with an irregular margin. Thus, on 
the east wall the alignment occurs on the left side of each 
panel, and on the west wall it occurs on the right. On both 
walls the panels are numbered from "1" to "70," with panel num-
ber 1 at the vertex and panel number 70 at the far ends. The 
numbers are inscribed at the bases of the panels and include an 
"E" or a "W" to designate east (toward the Washington Monu-
ment), or west (toward the Lincoln Memorial). On alternate 
pane 1 s, every tenth 11 ne 1 s denoted by a drit 1 ed "dot" in the 
margin to facilitate counting the lines. 
The names of the first casualties, in July 1959, appear on the 
first line of the first panel on the east wall below the date 
"1959." The chronological listing of the names proceeds line 
by line down each panel and then to the top line of the panel 
to the right, as though the panels were pages in a book. The 
sequence of names proceeds from panel 70 on the east wall to 
panel 70 on the west wall. The listing continues on each panel 
to the right, until the names of the last casualties, in May 
1975, form the last lines of the last panel on the west wall, 
above the date, "1975." Thus the beginning and the end are on 
adjacent panels on either side of the vertex, at the intersec-
tion of the two walls. The prologue and epilogue, immediately 
adjacent to the large dates on the wall panels, are also etched 
in the glass tops of the bronze locators. 
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Sadness of War Lingers in Flowers, Medals, Letters 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
- They come to the 
Vietnam Veterans Me-
morial by the thou-
sands. Some cry softly, 
some run their fingers 
across the names on the 
black granite wall and 
some leave a part of 
themselves. 
Flowers, fresh or 
plastic; a scruffy teddy 
bear; medals; leather 
holsters; fatigues; can-
dles; miniature Ameri-
can flags; pictures; 
handwritten poems en-
cased in plastic. And 
letters. 
Those are just some 
the memorabilia that 
visitors place at the foot 
of the sweeping, V-
shaped memorial on 
which the names of the 
58,022 Americans killed 
or missing in action are 
engraved. "People treat 
that place more like a 
cemetery than a monu-
ment. It's like a grave 
site," said Bill Clark, an 
employee of the Nation-
al Park Service, which 
is responsible lor main-
tenance at the memori-
al. 
For some ol the tour-
ists, reading and seeing 
the letters and gifts to 
the Vietnam dead seems 
to open the floodgate of 
emotion that marked 
tbe diviSive war. Take 
Lester Paquin's leuer. 
A small group ol 
passers-by stuoped or 
knelt to read the letter; 
most were crying by tbe 
time they had finished. 
"Dear Neil, we never 
had a chance to meet," 
wrote Paquin, who de-
scribed his anger that 
Neil Ro~rt Burnham of 
PP'ersham, Mass., had 
died so young. 
But, Paquin wrote: 
"You found someone 
who loved you very 
much ... Mary Lou is 
doing well. She has two 
beautiful children, a 
promising career and is 
now married to a man 
who is perhaps my 
dearest friend. ... Your 
dying has forever 
changed our lives." 
Burnham da~d Dec. 
17,1968, at age 20. 
"People put all kinds 
of things her!'," said 
Gary Young, a park ser-
vice volunt!'er and for-
mer Vietnam vet<>ran. 
The memorabili:t is col-
lected daily by park S<'r· 
vice maintenance 
crews. The non·perish-
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able items are taken to 
the maintenance area 
near the Potomac Riv-" 
er. Tht>re it is stuffed; 
willy-nilly, into boxes;: 
which are locked away' 
in a dark tool room. ·. 
Rummaging through 
the boxes is like going· 
through grandmother's' 
attic. except that the; 





A COLLECTION MUSEUM 
~statue of Three Gls Added to Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
KntQhl·RidtJer Sen•to."" 
WASIU:'\GTON - ln a quiet 
=~'=:J::!. ~~sm:'.! ~~::.r~ 
tbe Vietnam V~wrana Mo::mor1at, 
klclung olf a VeW.iM Day ~le­
t:wauon thou. il. expected to auraet 
teftoi ol tbousa.ndt ot Vlf'tn~m \.'fl.• 
etiruJ to the oauon·a casutal over 
the we.:ken4. 
. kveral lbo~~Und pe<opJ•. many 
.Of them Vleloam v~terana w~ar· 
ln1 juntl.e l;atipes. broke into apo. of the memqrial, a 2-year·etld 
pl.aUS* •• tcUlptor fredet&ek Han black arantte wall encravc4 •1th 
unndec:t IJle statue,· ralhnc \t a the camn of u.on Ameru~ans 
testament to llle Vletum I'll· wbo wer~ killed IJ:t V~etnam. 
d"•r's •·tae. of youtb ;:~ by Th4t fa<:« ol lheu bronte--cast. 
lbe sb.ado'!ln of •ar:' . &eell·ace w.trrion atlrnd the co• 
Tbestatuectcptctta Hl!panu:,a •~n.auon of Vleuutm veterans. 
Cauc..s1att .. net a bLack. sundinl and other vt:.1ton who paraded 
~'!!;o'::~~-:r~!:!!f'~~!=:~~ ~~~ tPl::!._ ':~ *~t~t::a see my 
!!':!s..,!!'tt~ft':, ·&~::.! \~~ :"rea:!;.:1,~:e~~~;s:~ft:; ~ 
1 lonoy 0( Utw:::a, N.Y., '&'bosO 1®. 
The statue "Three Fightingmen" is unveiled at the 
Vietnam Veterans Memonal in Washinpton 
Mike Joftft. "'u killed In 1967. 
"\'Oil ~n leellbe pa1n and aaony 
•hen yoo look at Ute taces." 
..~~!~~':: .r:n:::~~~s;~;;: 
Pet..Junu, C.altf_, w)ll) JOtJt lut. le~s 
t.oaJUncletandmtne 101170. "We 
see O!Jr"S<ei«S 1n at. We see the 
hrrur, the pass1on, tbe es:e1te· 
lne:l'lt. ;utd tee pata ... 
'"-l!:ta ~~~~r!rC:=e:ut~:: 
~ tbelr UJmr;aca,·• said Douc 
!Jf=v·~=· ::a~~t~ cd::·li~1~ 
~~-Juok ilt Lbe aamea oa Uloe 
At 4:30 p.m. Sunday, IJ.ut•a 
1t.uue ofl1C1.:r.Uy will be .S.,dic~ted 
by Pr\"$1dent Reagan. Tba memo-
rtal. built wuh pnvate 4Qnauons. 
then wdl be tUJ""Deod over to the 
Natiorwl J>arlr. Servke (or pcrpet.· 
Sial 1overt~~ment maanteftanc.. 
Organhers qf this weekend's 
U'ibute to \"ietn.tm ve-terans aa&d 
\My hoped tbat tbe plact>mot of 
tbe st.atue unde:- a cro\'e of trHS 
near the m~:mor:al waU .-m eM 
Ut.e oUq bi1ter <hsp11te coacera--
lnc the sunken &ran~ttt m~morual. 
whtd!: had com• LO be knoWil as 
Tbe .Wall . 
·Tbe b.attle divided vetefaas ar.d 
politic~na mto two c:a:mps; Tbcsoe 
'trb.J believed the stark. Jtaruw . 
wan \0 be an appropriate OlOitU-' 
ment to the controvenial ••r-
ai'Jd others wbo wan.ttd a QlOrl: 
.positive t.nbute. 
After monW af blUer Mbate'.. 
u .. n was eommlsaioned w ere.ate 
Ute ttiobtc of me Ut.ree ~di.ers &S 
a comprombe. 
""Wbeb 1 IOI>k back on Ul• ..,d-
IeM meetings we had, l can only 
believe that the Unci of d.lvme 
t~~'~':: ;:~::. ~~=~~;; 
durin& tbt:t dedicauon. . .~ 
tn. UU. wbea more tbiQ 
100,000 Vietnam veterans catlt-
e-red here to 4ed&CIItCI ~be mor.g.. 
onent and part.ictpate 10 a ··v.·el~ 
come Home•• pand.t dow4 
Conslilutlon Avenue. Tbe Wait 
'!aS lh~ tnatn topit:: oi converMi 
llon. » 
Ia often emotloMI es~an~s; 
veterans araued over tbe propr~<:• 
ty at tM des•cn of tbe monutne'r.lt 
Wfticb bas t.lftCC become .:ott 
AmertcU \\'aU&AI W.all. wtune 
mothi!'n leave Jenera to de.:s·.l 
10M. wld.ows CQOW: to Ullil .-u~ 
t~!~; :~~=~~~::='::-~~ 
am; to C:Qntroat pst boc'rors. •, 
tJnlike two yea" ap. wbeo ti. t 
fl.cflts broke out becilUM of d!'" 
putes oV1l'r W nwmorial't dftlgtt. 
Wteran:~ attertdin& Ynd.ay's eon· 
veiUnc ofterltd biCb pn1u· f< r 
llart's statue and its ponrayal ut 
conflicttna emotlooa oa Ule faCoti: 
or tbe VOURI sotdien... . 

















In October,1979, the John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library opened at 
Columbia Point, across the harber from downtown Boston. From the 
outside of the building a variety of assembled geometries: rectan-
gular sol ids, wedges, cylinders and free standing planes are 
joined together to create a building that dominates the barren point. 
These shapes are used to form the interior spaces into, one which 
gives an idea of the power Kennedy possesed. After entering the build-
ing and proceeding down to the exhibit areas the focus is not on the 
architecture but on the man and his family, his presidency, his 
assassination. The exhibits are located near the water, an important 
part of John Kennedy's I ife. After seeing the often emotional exhibits 
progression is made from this area to the buildings main space. Within 
this space a gaint American Flag hangs, reinforcing the historical 
nature of the Libraries holdings. The combination of the exhibit 
space and the archives is one of balance. While the exhibits are lo-
cated near the water and the general public, the archives soars 
above connected by the verticle American Flag. The archives have a 
complete separation from the public functions yet there is a visual 
and more important a phychological I ink. Making the John F. Kennedy 
Library one; dedicated to the I ife and Presidency of the man. 
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In 1965, soon after Johnson's Inaugural ceremony the process began 
to create a Library to hold L.B.J.'s papers. The location at the 
University of Texas provided an opertunity to create a place where 
in the words of Johnson "sholars can study the past for the sake of 
the future." The building would not only provide a place to store the 
papers but also a graduate school of public affairs would be created 
on campus. The bui I ding that was designed by S.O.M. is one of monumen-
tality. The Library is divided into two parts: the Library/Museum and 
the L.B.J. School of Public Affairs. Entry to the Library is from a 
large marble plaza with the building rising 8 floors above. The ex-
ibits are broken into two areas, the first two floors dealing with 
the early I ife and career of Johnson while on the 8th floor the 
Presidency is shown. Between these areas the archives are housed open 
to the exibits below. In addition to the permanant exibits the Museum 
host a procession of travel lng exhibits each year. The traveling 
exhibits have brought some of the world's greatest art and also im-
portant historical documents. The inner connection between the Library 
and the School of Public Affairs is important in the concept of the 
Library as a whole. One part of the Public Affairs department is a 
lecture series serving as a forum for the exchange of ideas on education 
the arts and the I ife of L.B.J. The Johnson Library is more than a 
memorial to a president but an institution that is growing on the 
foundation of Johnson's I ife. 




Note: All documents on exhibit are shielded by a yellow ultraviolet filter. This pro-
tection prevents fading of ink and deterioration of paper and insures that the docu-
ment will be in g_ood condition for future generations. 





ON THE FIRST FLOOR 
1. The Early Years. The background of the 36th President. 
Probably this will be the first exhibit you will see, while 
you are waiting to go into the Orientation Theater. If you 
go into the theater first, be sure to look at this exhibit 
when you leave it. 
2. Orientation Theater. 20-minute audio-visual presentation 
which will make your tour of the museum more 
meaningful. 
3. Family Album. The daughters of Lyndon and Lady Bird 
Johnson, and their families. 
4. Road to the Presidency. This exhibit traces LBJ's career 
from his service in the House of Representatives to his 
inauguration as President. 
5. Treasures from Around the World. A selection from the 
gifts given to the President of the United States by leaders 
of other countries. 
6. Foreign Affairs. Three areas of activity during the 
Johnson years are highlighted: Vietnam, the 6-Day War 
in the Middle East and the Summit Meeting at Glassboro. 
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0 WASHINGTON ,D.C. 
L .B.J. 
Library 
NOW PROCEED UP THE STAIRCASE TO THE SECOND FLOOR 
8. Key to the Archives (on the landing). This exhibit explains 
what is in the red manuscript boxes you see as you look up the 
grand staircase. 
9. A President's Philosophy. The statements on this pylon were 
selected from speeches made by President Johnson. 
10. A Generation of Presidents. Magnesium mural of LBJ and 
the Chief Executives with whom lle served. By Naomi 
Savage. 
Jl. Treasures from Around the World. 
12. Painting, "Thirteen Americans" by Alfred Leslie. 
13. The Great Society. Depiction of the major social programs of 
the Johnson Administration. 
14. The Johnson Style. 5-minute video presentation, showing 
how LBJ worked. 
IS. Hall of American History. The exhibits in this gallery change 
at least every six months. 
16. American Political Memorabilia. From George Washington's 
time to the present. 
17. The First Lady Theater. Exhibits on the life and work of 
Lady Bird Johnson. Regular showings of a motion picture 
about her. (Times posted on the door.) 
18. America's Handiwork. Gifts from people across the nation to 
the President of the United States. 
~ 11 ---.. I 
~ ]IJ 
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Dumbarton Oaks has importance as a research facility in the areas 
of Byzantine studies, the history of landscape architecture, and 
Pre-Columbian studies. Housed in a complex ranging from a Federal 
style mansion to contemporary additions, the facilities are open to 
researchers upon presentation of appropriate credentials. Each area 
has its own I ibrary. Together they now contain over 100,000 volumes 
and continue to grow. There are resident scholars in each area of 
study. About thirty fellowships are awarded each year to scholars in 
these fields from the United States and the rest of the World. These 
fellowships allow the scholars to I ive and work within Dumbarton Oaks. 
For over 20 years this foundation has provided a place of scholary 
research away from the main stream of activity, yet, the location 
in Washington D.C. provides the researchers opportunities to explore 
other areas of study to reinforce the holdings of Dumbarton Oaks. 
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Funhcr fanlities available idunng open hours I in 
the ~1u\cum. 





Fort Worth, Texas 
This museum has a very formal and elegant appearance. It is In a 
park I ike setting in Fort Worth Texas. The Museum has a classical 
qual lty about it. The exhibition spaces function as interior streets 
and are repeated as often as necessary. Louis Kahn, the architect, 
felt art created in daylight should be veiwed in daylight. Two types 
of natural I ight are used, silver I ight from above, and a green I ight 
from the side court yards. The major problems in this climate were to 
el lminate the gl·are and heat build-up. The vaulted ceiling gives the 
interior spaces a very formal and classical appearance. Yet the I ight-
ing makes the museum a very warm place to be. The detailing in this 
museum is superb, even down to the handrails. 
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Shaped in part by its site, I.M. Pei and Partner's East Wing of the 
National Gallery of Art is a trapezoid comprised of two interlocking 
triangles. One of them is one of the world's best known museum spaces 
and one of the most discussed works of Architecture in the 1970's. 
The 11 galleries of varying sizes and shapes are connected by a large 
soaring space capped with a cluster of tetrahedral skylights. In 
terms of viewing artwork, and circulation routes the museum has been 
described as being "rich in alternatives for the visitor". The second 
triangle houses the Center for advanced study in the Visual Arts. 
Like the museum side, it is organized around a 70 foot high central 
court, in this case surrounded on two sides by offices, reading 
rooms, and book stacks. The building as a whole is a strong visual 
statement and is sensitively related to its immediate environment in 
monumental Washington. Thus making the newest monument on the Mal I 
an excepted and refreshing addition. 
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Museum of Art 
Portland, Maine 
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Museum of Modern Art 
Korea 
<Ta i Soo Kim) 
1 Sculpture court 




6 Temporary exhibits 
7 Painting gallery atrium 
8 Rental QHIIery 
BASEMENT 
~-~~r -
9 Great han 
10 Circulation tower 
11 Library 
12 Administration 
13 Permanent collection 
14 Educational area 
15 Curator's area 
16 Storage 
17 Mechanical 
18 Loading area 
18 Courtyard 
20 Audrtorium 
21 Lecture room 
22 Public area 
[--] 
FIRST FLOOR 
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National Museum 
Stuttgart, West Germany 
(James Stirling) 
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Museum of Modern Art 
Frankfurt, West Germany 
(Hans Hoi I ien) 
INTERIOR AXONOMETRIC 
J_)Ji~;f 
~LJll t-· r·'- T ;--·-l-.~T --I 40'/1 ?m 
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Architectural Museum 
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Southern AI leghenies 




FIRST FLOOR PLAN 
ISOMETRIC SECTION 
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REFLECTED CEILING PLAN 
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Environmental Education 
Center , New Jersey 




1 Entry porch 
2 Entry hall 
3 Reception 
4 Exhibition 
: . . . l , I . l l ~ 
5 Auditorium 
I Site orientation 
pavilion 
7 Meeting room 
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12 Janitor 
13 Projectionist 
14 Entrance gateway 
15 Pergola 
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_,/ 1;. I 
Jff11/ EJJ(I ~y- 'T ' --~ 
---4L f ----l FLOOA &LOPE OWEN A& 
PERCENTAGE: 
HORIZONTAL. f"OCAL PLANE VER-rtCAL FOCAL PLANE FLAT FLOOR tR • OJ VEATIC.AL I"'OCAL PLANE 
A•57[E, +tN-ncJ+c 
01<> R~C [E1 +IN-II c) 
1!:1 • ~ tR-Ct- C IN-II 
R • -f [ .... -H.-a+ tN- II C] f- C 
L • A: C [1--1.: - .... ,,.. + tN- II C 1 
H....,.s' H.._- .. IR~C) + tN-ItC 
YERTIC::AL FOCAL P\..ANit 
L ~ ~' [ Ha""- Hit- IN·· II C l 
io-1.\pe&HE + ~ + (N-IJC 
Ps 1~0 [ ..... -H,..pa+IN-JIC]+~ 
PT-IOOC Ht:-1-t•t•s+lN-IIC] 
L, __ lOOT [ 
H,..po't-1£- ,6!; +~ f-IN-HC 
NOTE' WHEN EYE LEVEL AT F"IAST ROW IS 
BELOW AP$, Eo IS NEGATIVE 







•NTt:RMEOIATE RISERS \...~1 f:AH 
...... )u~.[l flll "'' ,n,(:t• 
ftl 1'WL£N Ci.E:.AA Al!i::Dl-1::.. 




CROSS A 1St E Ct.t;: AA 
(
W".HH A!C_, HfQ'[.)-
Mf A:O.UAE fROM St::.AT 
el-~NE 
·-. 7-.:::.....J::::....... / ALLOW 2" AT 
ENO OF" ROW 
?J~-' I ~ ~ \ ---~1 -~ 
MULTIPLE AISLE SEATING -: 
STAGGERING 
~ 
-v· OF SIDf: $1' AI 
•, 12 TO 17 SEATS MAX t 14 SEATS TYP. MAX I SANJo<.S Uf""l EN ' 
- -·- - - --- - -~-- POSSIBI £ WITHOUT -......._~.,,...,, 
SEE LOCAL CODE AOJU'bTINC> AUGNMENT ~ 
, o ~ ·~m.~l -··· ~--·· -=-·· , .,.... -··" _ I> t 7 SEATS TYP. MAX. I IIOIEC. LOC&&.. CODE CHAIR SIZE LINE_/ 
C:LEAR At$L£ WIDTH AS PIIEQ'O. 
MEASURE PE:fil?ti:NOICUL.AA TO 
L'""E OF TRAVEL 
~ j CONTINENTAl. $EATtNO 
~~~!'!§ .. ~§_§:~~£!:!2.!:'!..__ _____ --~PRESENTATION OF SEA'ft";!Q: PLAN 
""''"AaovE 
/~AB~AI~:~~~~~G TO 
I TYP WIDTHS USED :20;' 
22"'1 
ROW S~ACINO I TRE.AD T 
CHAIR ST ANOAROS: Cilsl iron, steel. riser mountad 
•M floor mounled. Also pedetal mountmy using 
cuncu1uous beam support or cantiltlYert:d standartJs. 
fUidulg rablet ¥ms usually availaWe. 
CHAIR ARMS: Upholstered fa:bnc, wood, ploistic. 
"""' 
r ~I'' 'I 
I 
~-tAlA 1/vi~~Tt-_< 
CHAIR BACKS: PlalitiC, molded ptywood. rolled 
stamped metod, uphohilered from, reat. Higher backs 
anti houom extension for :M;ull pJOtection also avail ,,,.. 
CHAIR SEATS: UphotSiered, plywood, plasti~:, metal 
pan, coil or serpentine springs, polyurethane foam. 
- -~~- -,~ {_ R•SER UNE 
-~.~ -~ -f ·:: . .VARIES WITH 
:;;; ~ ,f: AlSEA HEIGHT 
-- - - \OATUM Of'il CHAIR 







AND RESOURCE CENTER o FOR THE VIETNAM VETERANS 
lEGAL CRITERIA: See local code for required mim 
mum Sj.aciny_ Codn typically stipulate a mimmum 
clea1 plumhlintt distance nm.asured between the un 
occup1ed ch<~ir aod the rear of the !Jack of the chau in 
front 
32 .. -33": typical minimum lor muluple aisle seating 
34"-37": tnlical miounum (or mod1fied conti1lental 
seaung 
38" -42". typ1c.d minimum for conuoental seating 
COMFORT FOR THE SEATED PERSON: 
32": km.'t!S w1ll touch ch<t+r bad.; uncomlonable 
34": minimum spacing fo• comft)lt 
36": ideal spacing for maximum ~omfort 
38" and up: iJ\M.I1ence cohL>iiwencss may suffer 
EASE OF PASSAGE IN FRONT OF SEATED 
PERSONS: 
32" -34": seated penon must rin to allow passage 
36"~38": some seateQ persons wilt rise 
40" and up: passagt~ in front of se4ted persons possible 
SAFETY: E.:cessive pluntbline diStlifte~ may enuce 
exiting persons to squeeze ahead and C3Use jam 
EffiCIENCY: Choice of mimmum spacmg sauslying 
cuteria <thovt! n.-duc•!S Ina>~ Unum distance 10 !otil!Jt: 
0 
I'' RECOMM£NOEOj 








PROJECTION ROOM DETAILS 
I. DIMENSIONS: 14 h deep by 21 h w1de minimum 
for two projecton. Add 6 ft width for each adcJi· 
li{.anal piece of protection appataiU$. Ceiling helght 
iliould never btt less than 8 h; 9 ft iSIH"eferred. 
2. WA.ll CONSTRUCTION: Wall sepa1a1in!J J)(ujec-
lio;, room and &Uditorium should be made of brick, 
COf\CIJ'!t:, or coocrete block to minimize $0Und 
lrltnsnu~sion. 
3. FLOOR CONSTRUCTION: Provide for a live 




------ ----J __ 
' 
EQu.a.L .a.NGLE..S 
FROM PERPEf'IOlCULAR -......._ 
TO MoRROR \ \ ~-
~'<0'<0 ~ 
;~~~;~s;o~~. \\, 
0 \.,., • 0(;~ .. -:: .. ~~;;;~ '·· )\ ~l 
OSOLATED r'·· .. , --~---- -' 
PROJECTIO - -~ 
~~:::';' .. ;:' ~~~~. "::: :~.::·:~ 'G r 
SPoU. LOC.HT f OS Po»'"'"> '"-'il>J 
•t.jQ 6••<.olJL0 A~w<-ob //. 
SOUNO 8£ t.i-\ob ,-,.,. ... loiO• 
reinforced coocrela slab, 4 in. tamped c;indar fill 
(to acoolllQ\O(jate concealed conduit), md 2 in. 
topping slab. 
4. FLOOR FINISH: Recommend heavy banleship 
linoleum. A good gritde of vinyl tile is also .tccepl· 
able. 
5. PORTS: Proje(:tion ports should be glazed with 
'/• in_ optical quality or 5elect waM white ylass. 
ObsarvaiHln fKKIS may be !llolll.'ti with '/4 in. 
selt!ct plait: yfo~u that is lrtle from distonion. 













An ideal iCftten would be one that would diffuse .. 11 
the light from 1he fMOte,tor inlo tha a.;i.lience t.paccs 
with uniform briyhtnl."'i5 lor INl!IV viewer and sunulta 
neously rejt:ct any m .. v liuht falling on the ~ret:O, 
reflecting il away from the audieoce. Mot.t common 
scrten materials possess characteristics that fall shon 
of the ideCII. 
~&, &_ 
MATTE SCREEN GAIN SCREEN 
MATTE WHITE SCREEN 
Uniform brighmess flom all viewing angles. Good 
resolution and color fidelity. Because much of the 
liyht refleclt:d from a maue white sc:reen fall; ouuide 
of 1hu 1/'lewmg .uea, the picture will bu h..>t.s latiyht 1han 
a picture hum 1he same sourw on .t gain screen. Rt:jt:etli 
luss stray light than Qdin screens. 
GAIN SCREENS 
Mechanical or chemical treatment of liCtet:n wdace 
increases the amount uf liqht u:flecu.'tl in the dlti~tion 
ol thu audience and dttcrea')(•s thu amount reflected 
in othl:f difl.'(;tiuns. BcciWse bnghtness from 0111 v~eWing 
angles is not uniform, {tain M:rettns dictate a n.trrower 
viewing drea. For high gain scroens. viewing area shclldd 
be n:stricted to lOne I as described on other p<:~ges. 
Whilt! the picture una gain screen will btt brighter than 
on tt matte 5eret:n, resolulion and color titlelny may 
sutler somewhat dependrng on the type of gain screen 
used. Gain screen types include: beaded, silvcr, pearl, 
and lenticular. 
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES 
1. T1ipod scr~H:ns: 30 x 40 to 72 x 86 in., bottom of 
scret."n usually 3 to 4 h alxnle fiOOf ladjusta~e). 
2 Table or wall hung screans: 18 x 24 to 36 x 36 in. 
3. W.tll or ceihuy mountt:d, manually OIKtrated :tpri119 
loilded roll-up: 50 x 50 in. to 12 x 12ft. 
4. Wall or ceiling rllCMinti!d,- elec1r1cally operated roll 
up: 50 x 50 in_ to 20 11 20 or 12 x 24 h. Custom 
sizes: up to 40 It wida. 
5. Bouom roller, (Ope controlled: 6 h 6 in. " 14 to 
30 x 30 ft. Winch controll~d: up to 40 ft wide. 
6. Framed screeu (lace anti yrommvt): custom made 
~~~PL-AESYTE :o~NT ~ -- :~att!'~lsi2e~ 6Ei:.~~~~~!r '::_s~!~f;U~jl~~-0~:~:5 
SEt ow THIS ---~~ W. ood frames usually 2 h wider than scre~u Slle. 
LIN£ ~-------------- 1. ~=~;·~;;;::i~~~~=~:e~:1 ~~: :~a;1x$Cif:f~. 5;:stom =f sues, acrylic: up to 10 x 12 or 8 x 14 h. Custom ~ _!0,.:._,';:_4;xM~~!'~~~[gR~.:;~or-J sizes, glass: up to 10 x 25ft. 
---~- F't:Af'EIH)ICIIlAH TU BOTTU~_2':>0 MA>..IMIJM SI:.E .. '.O.THE·R.· PAO.ES FOR 
- OF PRCJ,JECT£0 IMAGE 'EY~ RO"TAli<JN C. AU·O·. ITOFI. IUM -~-::. <_;_ Ll-IALKBOAAD UPWARO SIUHTI..INES ~~~-::--) .... ~ ~ 
r~~ O<EM> TOLT ANGO.E·p· . ·~' .·· .. ·. >~>~~fA·-:~-:) /A I'IDT TO E..o<CEE  ~---- - ./ --~ I! 
l-/ .~30• UPWARD • -~,-~-di?~~~i~----;), -~~ o 
___ J \ -D'· 7::~-:~r. ~ ... fmi-L/ ( f ~ , ~ ~;6',,,,;., .. ~;~ ·r~,:,A. , 
~ ' . . uu~/f~ ', 
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.. 
/ /. \. ~ r ISOOCFORMAT 10"'' l 8 T""'S SCREEN HEOGHT MAX /·;'01-Jifrt:: ZONE , / ), IHYPERSOL 4t IJ:l /' ......... --~ \, ./"ZONE . \ 7CINI J1 A~;,Mt•H>If ,(' ,/ n· _../ )( / _/-· ZONt: - . -- - .... -./- If./, 
. /'j~ ~1 1 
-' 
'/ / y 
LONE I 
ASY....,.TOTE-
,.,,,<'\.)r zc ..... ::: 
-Z?.t. 
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\~ \' , - ,, I 
""- ,\-'-....-......._ z..- -
G?tJ -.. __ \ "- ~A{C'· " ~ llj;j ~·. I - J> ~', 7<---., ~I __ f'__":-o.'J> 
.r-1 •' ~ZONE! 
ALION WITH VERTEX'~', / ASYMPTOTE 
~ HYP£ABCM..A ""' ~ZONE 0 
ASYMPTOTE 
POINT ON 8CA£f:N 
18001Ef'OfUoU.TtoN ZONE LIMJT LINE.& 
ZONE J: y • /Oi~·~a:··;;a 
ZONE .a: w ,. ,IX2- -·!,"Hi 
WHERE H • SCREEN HEIGHT 
VIEWING OF A POINT ON A SCREEN 
A ltrofected image on a tcreen will have an appa1et1t 
diSionion wh..-. viewed from '"engle beyond the per· 
pendirular to • point on the tcreen in plan and section. 
fM bound.try of the seating area for whk:h spectatms 
will see the same apparent distortion is called the line 
of isodeformalion, ThiJ shape in plan is a hypefbola, 
which it defined in plan by asymptotes from the point 
on the screen. 
1. SEATING ZONE 1: Distortion of a projected image 
e11.itts but wilt not be noticed from seats ftlling 
within the hyperbola which is bounded bv lhe 
uymptotts drawn from 1 ~lnt on the screen at an 
angle of no grctater than 30 from the perpendicuhu-
lt that point on the saeen. The minimum hori· 
zontal distance from the verte11. of the hyperbola 
to the screen it determined by the limitation of the 
BA.BIO PftO.JE:CTION GEOMETRY 
PROJECTION FORMULAS 
T • FIW/wl• FIH/hl 




W "' picture width 
H = picture height 
w"" frame width 
h =frame height 
T "' throw distance 
F ., focal length 
vertical omgle from the eye of the first row to the 
lotJ of the screen to a maximum of 30 to 36°. 
2. SEATING ZONE II: Oinortioos of the projected 
image will be noticed but tolerated frum the seats 
falling outside of Zone I but within the hyperbola 
bounded by the asyll'ftJIOtes: drawn from a poinl on 
the screen at .n angle no greater thao 45" from the 
perpendkula1· at thai point 
3. SEATfNG lONE Ill (seating placed beyond the 
limits of Zone tU: Distortions of tne projected 
Image will not be tolerated and the viewer will 
refuse to use the seat1 placed here. 
VIEWING OF A FLAT SCREEN 
A pnijected imotge QttUPies a space on a screen rather 
than a point. The seating area, deftned by the isode· 
CURVED $CA:EEN- BEA"f"INO ZON(. I.U,. 
fSOfJI·_FOilMAliON l."UNE' LIMlf lll"-11 f~ .e.Ht 
MOGT f .. "-SILY f'L.0-1 rt.U &v '1MI-->!<~'~.:.~ 
t.M:': lHQU. f'LOr ISOUEff)F.IMP.liC•.,l "'''f-~~­
ff.IOM POINT ON SCAi:..E.I'l -"NO AQTATl A"l• 
ABOUT CENTER OF SCAE.E:N Ct .. Fh•ATUR( 
formation lines, for wtoich the entire wtdttt ot tht 
projected image Is considered. is rt>P'ftent~ by t'll' 
area common to the space within tfle tow h~~ 
whkh arB drawn within asymptotes ltom hu~ ._ 
of the projected image. The area in Zont I too 1 ·~ 
pwjected image is less than tlle Zooe 1 Shl>fliJ ,,.., 'll" 
a point on the sereen. The seating a1e1 in Zottt 11 
fOf" a wide Image on a llat sctft'n m;~y 'PPIO•trtV111) 
COJrespond to the Zone I area IOf" a point on thua-. 
VIEWING OF A CURVED SCREEN 
Zone I $eating areil for a given SCif'en width '*' '-
Inc• eased by curving the ween. An aopropr11tr tctii'Pfl 
curve will cause an overlap ol 1he hype~bolu 0'"_., 
from the sides of the projected image in 1uCh • ..._ 
that they define a greater common seating''" 
ASPECT RATIOS AND FRAME DIMENSIONS FOR PROJECTED MEDIA 
FRAME 
PROJECTION MEDIUM I ~"!m~ I =:'"T~gT 
FRAM£ 
IN. 
Bmmmobonpi<1u,. 0.129 I 0.172 
$upet"8motion~icture 0.158 0.211 : 
16 mm motion ptcture 0.284 0 380 
16 mm CinemaScope (7.21 !_!J.:.65t 2.68--:- [-.-~.284 2 x ~~-
35 mm motion picture (15.2 x 20.91 1.375 0.600 08~ -
3SmmCi~~ C18.2x42.61 2.34 o.-7!~- ~~ii·-= 
j~~~~!;'JMctur• i~~:~: ~i~~}-- ~:~-~~- -~-.~~----______ .. ________ --·- -------··-'-- ---- ----=~ ----
35m~tihnur~~--~-~·~·.- ~__!!~~~~. 1.32 ~:~!__ ~·--= 
2l(235mmdoubleframeslides (22.9~t34.2) 1.493 0.902 1.346 
2 X 2 J5 mtn half f(ame Slides (15.9 X 22.9) 4 ~ ~ "' 
2 X 2 35 ~~-- (22.9 X 22.9) l-
l26Jns~~Siide$ 02.7x 1~_0) I ........ I ..-. 
2 X 2 lnstaJl\1111(; sltdeJ (26.6 X 26.5) 
2 x 2 supersUdes J (38.0 x 38.01 
21f•K2 1/•&IIdes I (51.6x61.61 
2'l/• x 2,/,. slide$ I 155.5 x 55.51 
3·/~·~~·ianternit~------ -- iGiiB·~- 7tr2i ~·r 
~~Polaroid slides 161.0 x 82.81 
4 x 5 lantern slides 188.9 II. 114.3) 
~er;;;_·~:;j;__ i·---.. ~-------- I .. vv I •v 
Televistou projector 
AND RESOURCE CENTER o FOR THE VIETNAM VETERANS 0 WASHINGTON ,D.C. 
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Lighting 
A COLLECTION MUSEUM 
































" L"' h-ex R 
SUBJECTIVE IMPRESSION APPEARS 
TO BE AFFECTED BY: 
SpaciOUJOIKS 
Peripheral watl brightnns 
luminnnre in the center of 
the room 
Cool mlor light '50Urce and 
c::ontinuoustpectrum output 
p;f~~-liQhii~~ 
aff~ted by cotorl 
Relax~·-::tio-n---t-:,-No~~~~i~r'-m", ,.,~,,..=,.c-;at-
7'"--c----+··J~~~!ighting _____ _ 




211· subliminal dif 
fetencn 





Privacy, ini~V- -·L;ghii;;, of ha~k9f0u.;..-
and/or inanimate objects 
G~.., ••-•• -,o•,-••..,.""..,.,..-,.-t-:::~,:~~r:~;;;t~ 
such " 5flilfkle, random 
iJaUcms 
~---I oi;W~S~ a;d diifu~k;;Of 
light 
SEEING 
Although many of the characteristics of quality seemg 
conditions are known, it is a difficult area to define 
p.-ecisely. Reseafeh continut>S m an effort to uncover 
knowledge of how people s.e and what kind of light-
ing condilions are mos1 desirable for every situation. 
RECOGNITION OF TASKS 
The human ability to recognize cMa11 grtll~ally v.nins 
with resaMM:t to f 1) contrast he tween the details of a 
task and its Immediate surround, 121 lunnnanc:e (Of 
brightneu) of the task, tJI size of the task, and (41 
time of viewing. 
Maximum visibility is atl<tioe<t when the luminance 
contrast of detaits ~gainst their hackqrow•l is grealf>st 
(e.g., black ink on white Jlilllt.>f} Si!}Oihcant $ilYings 
of electuc energy tan occur when the task connast 
is ma~irnized because the level of illumination needed 
is reduced. The same opportunity octltrs with task 
size fe.g., large size type on a typewriter saves on the 
need for illuminatkml. The luminance of the task 
depenth on the amoum ol inctdL>ot illultlinatton and 
the rellecttvtty of the task. A small amount of light 
on white paper may be as ellective fOJ seeing as a 
large amount of illumination on dark cluth. With 
inc1eased hme a~ailable for viewiny, illumination 
leYels can be reduced le.g., when SJlefld it: not cril1call. 
VEILING REFLECTIONS 
Substantial IO$Sl!S in contrast, hence in visihilily and 
visual p!!rformance, cao resull when hght is 1efh . 'cted 
hom specular visual tasks (the task ts "veilt?tl"). lhis 
is perhaps the most siynillfanl l;u:tot iu ptKit Sl't'IIIY 
condtltous. Thn-c lactor1 !JH\'1.'111 !ht~SI' vt•thnq lcil~..>c 
tions: I 11 the narure ol the taste., 121 thP. ohservm's 
Btnj,Jm"' H Ev1ns. AlA, Bt;wk~btug, Vuljini1 
~ .. ·r j·"· 
~~ff}~~ j1 
··~-·--·----- ·---
LtoHTING CAN Olll:f'INE A C .... ANOE Of" MOOD 
8£TW£EN DEtt.K AND MO"'E AEL,AXIt.O 
&EATING AREA 
LUNIINAIR£ PATT£ANIJ TI-(AT CONf'UCT 
WITH &TAVCTUA£ CAN O£&TROV 
HARMONY 0,. &PAC£ 
ILLUMINATION 
Proper illuminatiOn depends on the establishment of 
de$ign !lllals that define the desired enviroument, 
rather than on thf' l!'flllipment needed. Uqhting ts the 
most ~~;o~:ptestive tool available for setting the tone lor 
pr.rception of the environment. h should h1:1 thought 
ol as a design tool and not as an "add oo" to pr011ide 
light, and its consideration should be fundatnental 
to any des!An effort 
light should be consulered to he what we "Sl-'e hy" 
and not that whk:h we actually see. We do not see 
footcandles lthe measure of quantity). We see lumi 
nance as a result of reflected or direct light JWhen 
perceived rather than measured, it is called brtghtness. I 
The lootlambert is the unit of measurement of ln-ight ..... 
01 course, du!re mus1 he eflough light. (The unit of 
measwe ts the footcandle.) The rtuantilies of illumina 
tton oeceuary for various vttual tasks have been 
orientation and vtewlng angle, and 131 the lighting 
system. 
THE TASK 
The luminance or the t<W< (e g., writmg or ltrinting 
on papef! depend'J on both the amouut of hght being 
reflected from it and the blight object or surface (e.g., 
lurnlnaire) lh.tl may he reflected in il. Otflu5ing or 
maue llitl~ and inks tend to 1duc:e veiling reflections. 
THE 08SERV£R 
If the eye is '" such a pos•tion that the rays of light 
from the "oflendtng zone" an' rcll{l(:ted towaHJ it, 
vetltng reflecttons will occur Tins situation Cl'lntuuallv 
be observl!d in a Sfta(e by ,,lacmg a sheet of cl!.'.tr 
acetate or some other glossy surface over !he t.tsk 
( OFF'ENDING ......_'\ 
\~ ZONE" " ) 
\-. ---, \ 1.. J, PEnH: \ I I "TO TA;t[i'CUl AR 






(:(. RE" F L..I::CTt6~1L lNG 
1 q l r >f 1Abl<" 1\~JI\lt' 
TASK LIOHTINO 
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' o 1· I ;{ V \ /"8J) I 
Lc :f'-t.:l ~"1\ \. , ... 
f:~ 1..:-:-· -.-·-'[--=c·- _:_c.,,... 1 J ~~ ':-. 
/.· ~ ·~, 
-··-··-·· ____ ....;,..,......__ " 
OOWNLIGHT8 FOCUS ATTENTION ON 
08.J£CT 
--,Do .:: JL-~-. '" __ J: 
r ~ ' 
... -·- •• 0~ .• ----~ 
LIGHT CAN DIRECT ATTENTION TO A 
SPECIFIC FOCAL POINT av A 6HAAP 
CONTRAB"T OF LIOHT AND DARK 8UftFACE8 
recomnwntied by tfle Illuminating Engineering Soctetv 
liES) based on research. But the quantity of iflu 
minauon needed on walls, floors, cethngs, and so on, 
for the creation of a beauHful and func-tton~~ol env• 
ronment is very much left to the desiuner's logu:, 
eMpertencP., and intuitiOn. The propet"" li9h1ing of all 
tasks, wtu~ther funcuonal Of esthetic, IS vital to a lOI.ti 
design, and recommended lootcandle levels ~1ould 
be considered only as tlfl"gets. 
PURPOSE 
lighting can deftne tfle intended use of a space bv 
focusing on points of attention and subdutng leu 
important areas. It can be used to e)l{press sttuttuutl 
concepts by s11houetti119 beams. arr:hes, and columr!i 
or to emphasil~ tltl\ISUill contours. Mechallical equip 
ment can be made to virually ret:ede with dark paint 
and the absence of light. light ~n help to define 
st>ace uw chang<.-s thmugh brightened ceiling areas 
or changes of light path~1ns on walls. 
(such liS a book or paper wtth writing or printing) 
111nd observing the reflections Of aoy) Sources of light 
in this otfendmg tooe should be minimiled lor best 
$8eing r:onlhtions. 
LIGI-iTING S'fSTEMS 
The worst condittm1 is a highly concentrated, bright 
source, ahove and f•)fward. din?cted at the task. 
Paradm(lcaily, it is also the condition under which 
tM worker can most eas•lv t~apc vt:tling reflecuol!i 
by tilling or rooncnling the l<lsk: so that the reflected 
rays do not reach the eye !e.g., as in turnmg the !Jaclt 
so the hght coml!'!r. over the shoulder! Placement ol 
lightin!l ('QIIipment and l('fll'Strallons in the gt'flf''fal · 
area ~KJve and forward of the t.tsk lor OOkl should 
be a~oitled. When the nature of the task-s and then 
location are known, luminaires r:an be lociUl-d to avord 
the olfending 1orw When task locauons are not known 
and flextbihty is r.ecessary, as for speculattve ol!~a 
space, Ql'llf!ral low level ambil'n1 lightrng. which t~ds 
to n('9atc the elh·<·ts of vdlinq 1ellections, and taSk 
hghting can be provided by plug in untts at the dtsw: 
!ton of the ter~ant 
EQUIVALENT SPHERE ILLUMINATION IESl} 
ESI is a unit adopted by the IES lor rnf'aswing the 
visibthty potential of a pa111f::ular task at a parttculitl 
locatiOn and w1th a spectftc ligt!ling ~ystem. It is a 
unit of measwement just .Js 1-; tire nlt!tentick. It it 
not a standard of IJUatity, hut a way ol laking 1010 
considl'iaiiO!l !hose elements by which quality 11 
jud!JP.(t. ESI caunol he mi!iiSured over the areB ol 1 
room as ~imply as 1aw lootl,uulh"S, llt:t'di!Sil ESt 
di!JII!tHis on a ld\k, cl lucatiuu. an ouent.won. and 1 
lightiltfl sysll!m A t.Jsk has SO ESI whlltl 11 1s as vis1ble 
as 11 would ill" wht•n d!uminated hv 50ft c uf illumi 




A COLLECTION MUSEUM 
TAtll AMBIENT LIGHTING 
'!lilt ~f · t T A,) hl#llltlg lVSimns have hecome 
....,. W..._ mey provide h•!tler Intensity lllumina 
W • h tAll on1v 11nd lo~r lt!Ytd5 of amb1entlight 
· ._ .,.,. ~·n~l.tt.cm. the.rlly rtMJus::inq d~t:tric L'tll!r!lv 
... 'A t'l'bll•1 .. Itt tif:~tiJII:liiO !j\\11~ itM:,IIUt!fl d1~Sk 
• Willi 1-l>h'l'f .,-..!, IISUollly, 10 jlfUjtlCI !101/lt! pel 
.,_,"' ''iul'thl'lolhon tow,ud the ceiling fur ambient 
...,.. JIWPOWI hot-ling. A T I A lighting system 
..,.._., Nqwlll fltW@r waus IJet' squ.ue foot ol floor 
_. '-1 t.rn~t .s 15 W'Sfl Ill thm does thu couven· 
....,. ,.,11\q L-/•f•n'J t\'Sll'm lUll to 4 lll 5 W/Sfl ftl 
•""" c.t bt • \l•"•hC.t~ll t:tWfiiV $dYtN. Uowe~ver, 
filtlf'fll(~ nl ~ ll~tmtt sull "'lflly, and not all 
7',A ·'4if'!fJI'I'Ifloll~rf\Spnnnda wfhclelli tail illuminallon 
....,. IM'Odl.o(.nq ute!o\ive <eding reflectmns. lumi 
_.., ,....,., r... qiM!!Iree; the 11!)111 source should not 
• ....._ ftom trw .w.rt~.iflq f)OSitioo. Direct ylare from 
• """"" p.n~~nq p!Utuon should be avr,i<f,ld. Tho 
.........,, li'oor..id .llu/Oifl.ll!! the back Jldllt!lof lht!WOfk 
lblloll a 1111n1y oH POH•ble, ·A TIA 5ystem should 
._ ~ e.ceuwtl't brl\tlt SfiOIS of light on low 
...... tt'ld Jd!«ent W,JIIt. Poor distrd.•utiun of ilium 
-- Qllll IOOtn kill oM:~ ColO he \IISUilll'/ tliSIUihlll!j 10 -
I.I,IOIINAIRE SELECTION 
l'AIIAMETERS 
a .. ,~ 1 lumnUifl thll will create good seeing 
.,......_ tt-mo1l fdCtors should ba r::onsldered: 
t. Ol*ECT GLARE 11 produced b'r' t!xcessive lumi· 
..._... on the ~•Sua! field that affflCI tht! visual 
.._,. • the 1nd111idual lool< s around the environ· 
lllll'l 11 ~ usu•n'l' asoc.iolted with !he llln•irwitt! 
,... "om 45~ to 90". To m1nimi2t! direct gla•e . 
.,. btl•not.' onteiUity shuuld he kept uut ol the 
··~iftume 
l IIISI.;AL COMFORT PROBABILITY IVCPI is the 
Nufl.lf u~ to w•luate the direct glare lone area 
Ill iumtn....u lum.n,uies Me given a VCP rating, 
•.:~ lftd""tn the petT.ent of people whu, if seated 
"' .-w mote WI<JWrable loca~ion, will he e~~:pected 
• iNt IN lultHI'IIire tcr::eptable from tht' Slandpomt 
ttl 4orct jl.ltt le•o.:~siwe luminanct!s in tOO v1sual 
""" 1 Dwct Pt may not be a problem if all three of the ..,_'ftq COildol•om are atishl!d: l.al The VCP is 
~ .w lfiOte, lbl lhe rauo of ma.Jumum-to avera'r 
........,... iunllllaOCI: don not exceed 6 10 1 Ill -1& , 
M' 16'. Js•. il\d 85~ from nadir crosswise and 
~ lei m•••mum lummatre lumina11C~:s do ......... 
t250hlar4S~ 
1610 It -l at 55" 
I 125ft l 1165" 
150ft l at7~o 
495 h l illt85" 
"'·r· ~~~';JAi\'W) 
-.:,o ,..·· /\·:·-, PI .. L<;;r 
'\r.;:- l:<;~ •. ' \v~:~-~; .. ~ zot·~ 
F.:" \'\.~"() .. ') / y /'i---.r~.- ·o·~f' x45" 
.. . . "")::<;.""\ •• 
--/ 2s• 
........ ZONE& "' 
ASHRAE STANDARD 90.75 
The American Society for t-leating, Refrigeration, and 
Air Conditioning Engineers has es.tahlilihed a JnOC8dme 
for de1ermining a ''lighting Power Budg.!t,'' which has 
l~:tl tnloplt:d in 501rut ;tmat il1i a tuet:h •. uiiSIII fm cl1:1t~r 
tnihlfl!l huw mlM:h ~k...:lrat:.tl un~uv wdl he illluwll!;llor 
li!~ltiog fiUftlOSIIS in new butklinys. The lighting power 
buriget is intldlded only as a mechanbm fm encouraging 
energy conservatft:m in lighttng <Uld is oot a rk:siyn tool. 
Ont:e the hufk.)ltl has been estahlisiHJd, the desionm IS 
frt.>e to dt!Sign the lighting Sy~lem lo ac:h1eve lhu best 
qualily hgtuing withiu lhe ~!I ami for the c.rcum 
~tdlit:l"l. Mud1 can he cluflll to conservtl eneryy whtle 
staying whhin the huh ling budget. 
CR088 8£CTION 
MAINTENANCE AND DEPRECIATION 
All lllt!fllt!ntS of the huilct1ng that afft!CI light need 10 
bu kl!pl clean. luminaires, dilfusers, tense$, window 
gliJ$5, louvers, 1Jiimls1 wall stula<:es, and so on, teml 
tu culh!t:l 1k11il, which wdums tlwK- 11!~•1 cnnlmlhnll 
ellicit~!lcy. In llw lh;ttin!l luunuliiS helow " lumin.ure 
Dirt 0.-prociation ILDO) IIK:tor is used to account for 
r::oll~ted dust and dirt. The lOO finure used will 
depend on the ty~M! of .um(,spht!rtl 1n the room and the 
h~quency ol r::kMniny. Also, lamps derueciale wtlh 
time, with their t!llt~ctive lumen output reduced. wlut:h 
is ;M:counlt:d for in tht: L<~lcnlations wilh tlti:appltCillion 
oltht.>l6!np lumlln Depu~Chttton lllDI fat.tor. 
SOME USEFUL FORMULAS FOR GENERAL LIGHTING DESIGN 
NUMBER OF LUMINAIRES" ----- · h_>ot~~~~~~~~ {It:~!~~~~~~!~~!! -- 1 ----
CUll LLO )( lDO K lamps/lummaue x lumensdamps 
AVERAGE FOOTCANDLES ~ llll!'!~'·1~~~!!lP. !l !!l"!t>~/luf!!ill~llt:l x ~~-K: -~L_Q__~ I:!?Q 
aruu of room hq It) 
TOTAl lllUMINA liON IW/sq hJ "'o;_;e;:aJJ-I~ffi~':~;;,•:lr ::~LD ~·t_QQ 
where CU "' Cottlftcitmt ol Utdi.zation 
l.LD ~ larltP lumen Oepfeci.ltion 
lDO "' Lummatre Oirl D•ll•ttlCiation 
NOTE 
5~ momufacturer's phutomelric tables or the lighling Handbook of the llluminatJng Engineenng Society for tables 
givmg values of CU, llD, lOD, lumens/ldffii)S, and so on. 
TYPICAL EXAMPLES 
Room ~tltl 25 x 40 It; ceiling ht!tyht 9 ft; office area 70 It r::; 2 x 4 h recessed uolfeu wuh 4 ·40 W T 12 lamps (JlOO 
lint e<tCh. From IES tables. Room Index ~. E and CU"' 0.67 (plastic lens I: 
NUMBER OF FIXTURES"' · .... ?Q ~ ?~ .. ": .. ~~ --"' 8.4 I use 81uminairn) 
0.67 X 0.7 X 4 X JlfJO 
TOTAllt.LUMINATION (W/sq II)=~ 1 ~t:l~;t'!~il~- 1.6 W/~ h 
I(S RECOMM~ND~O ILLUMINATION LEVELS IESI AT THE TASK) 
hT' 10FT c 20 FT-C 
fo,I1_.C!\.,or 
I Rt·~taur.mt Ch~diiiiHj , .. _ ... ., 
~ t'<irl.,not '1-1'"''"~ ltosptldilu""' 
...........,,..,,~ : tlvlo:ll•<>lh Sl<tHw,tys 
G<'nero~l Huto•IIH!tlruom 















Check 111!1 and 
~Otlln•l 
10 FT·C I 100FT c 
Commercial I Garagt~ rt:tlitir 
klldll·ll 
Gt!nt!t,tl ~r.ning Ollu.:t. r~admg 
and fl!liiiHHI 
Dwmumy desk Sewut!J 
U,mdicrall I MerchotltCIIiinq 
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150 fT.c I 200 FT-c 
Ruugh drilllinq I Fine drdllimJ 
At:~:uUUIIntl I Euqr"vUI<J 
OfJu.:c lum work I Co.lm ptmllll!l 
II'ISIII'Cil(Jll 





A COLLECTION MUSEUM 
SOURCE 
Oaylio;ftt cmnf!S din!Ctly h(lm till' sun. from the diffuse 
sit v and clot«h, and is r~HectOO hom the qround and 
olhef surroundinq objecn_ Direct sun pl'netrating into 
intPfiof workspar~ rtlil'/ cau!ie exr.essivlf! luminance 
Cfllllrll'ils. Oirr.c:l sun •.hnulcl lw enntrulllllf h\f prutw.r 
mi•~11tatic•n of !111: huihli••••- Of hy 11111\INS, u\lt!fltilllljS, 
stladts. blinds. or oth« · ~l!vicr!s. Oiffuw. light from the 
!W.y may cause P.xtessh.e luminance contrasts wh!!fl 
viP.WP.d by eyes cQOCRntnning on an interior task. In 
"'ch <:a"oo:1, the stty should tm filterP.d or stlieldf!d hom 
v•••w m th•• vu'VI! nl llw 1.1<J< ~h .. ultllw 111t.~tll!d aw:ty 
hum th!! w•nllow~. As much ''" lmll lht> hqht mliP.fil"' 
a st•itC¥. can be reiiP.CII!tl from the wound. 
DESIGN GUIDELINES 
HtlfJM Ul I'Ht 
llw j,.,,.f ,,f lllt/noiHil!•oiO 'IIIII 1,,, '''''"'•·filii in llu1 
inl•••~<•• '''""'""'' ti•"N""''"'I Ji.rl!l•·••lll,•m•lr•<:rlulf 
rl:tl'll!~''"''l f '"' lm uiiN:Iilfl' ftn la~J< ilhm•il~~tftllfl 1.111 to 
.,!,.u/1 l{J ''' :l4 II >~Way trum tlu~ wimlow~. l•ut I!Jis 
•hqw11•l~ oil 1111! ~''' at11l lm:atmn ol tim wimkM's_ A 
winrlow hiqh in tlw h!nt.>Sflatiou wall will cMivm li!fllt 
df!t!jJt!l' it!ln the intwtm thau .t lnw wimluw uf the 
Silme sile. Veo~tian blinch may he U$tltl to rr.tloct 
dayligtu aqamst the cciling and into more remote areas 
of the space while preventing the t>enetration of 
direct sunliqht and view of ex~sively luminous areas 
on the exterior. The cross-sectional diagrams below 
show how the depth of tt.e room affects daylight. 
fiNISHES 
~r~li~t;7~~ interior surf;:f:f'S afe . 
~;!:",';\~ ,.,\':,~;~::~~:~·io• :':'$.~·~~;~,;:; th• <00 
u :--u il 
All mom 'iUtfacP.S are whitt', aod thP. illumination levP.I 
at tmint • is 100'!1. 
...... ~ 
With the floor paintt.d btack the illumination level is 
68% of the all whil~ room, 
.. 2 ... ~ 
Wilh th~ sidewatls paintOO black. 
00 ... ~ 
The back wall hotS bef!fl tlaif!l~ blar:k. and the iilumi 
nation lf!vel at point x is only 50% of lhal in the all 
white room. 
. ..... ~ 
Witfl t~ ceiling painted black. 
8UAFA.C£ F'tNISH£8 
~w roo;~ 1 ~7,';::;';'," rati"' ~~~::~~;,.,;buHon"':,•;;:; 
~~~~~ ':;::;''}' the •no~'';';: doyli~ll ";;~~ ':;'lo~ •how 
:'~tel Th• ;~ ,!"' "'Y a;:;.: '::.":'~ 1"' ,::;',';;'~~g 
lor~~ that "'" d•o~~;,•''"' "'"" ,;~'f.;:"'''"'""lv 
althou of d"k" ooiO" ' h" tho """'" ant, .tnd ;, 
naoce :f'
11 
"'Y dart< oolo:':'" ., tho,. loun:".!"'~tun;ty 
JLJ'"""' .. ·m .·.v "'""' ... ,.,.,,:,~"\~~~ JIIJ1__-l··.· .·~···· .. . .. (l - '),"<· ~ lll ~ ~- ~ 1-~,~~~-=t~ ~~ I - . '· . .. ,:.:,: •••• f 
• · · · .. .. - _ foro ••d '"''" mdic FT CEIL IN . . - typtoal24ft d atestheillumin f G . . . J-- MP room a tondi.,,;but;on 
Q :~ ,~------.. -- ]J ;:~·~~-=rL 
l ll 28 It dee curve imlicates til c:un;e fr~~ ~::;'0:": Cilll be :o::::~at•nn I.-vel for a oa J ~agram w•th the da~led 
P"T CEILING - > ' 
Tho•httllll't;jl!<ll ~ ;;;:~ ~;,· IU flu> .. ;·,·.:~:::"'' WIU<fUW tlu UIUU' 2 ..... -- 1 ] 
"'"'" ·; .. s ·~ "'l'"'t ,~:·r ''·"""'I'"""""·'::·~··........ . ..._, ~--· ·. :~- "' "' :..:1 :· _,..; ~.x:.·· ""' ::: ·:;; .... .. ~ .. -··· 
"''' '"'tim task "''"" ao• uotoiiPC::::~, l•elow the •• FT DEEP--- .-WINDOW HEIGHT 'l>rO•trhng i."~ soiKI<>«" ;,.lioat . --------c Cf!~t room and P.S thll •!lumina · ~" tol> ~'" be compan>d toou I"'"' lor a 32 
ROOM DEPT~a!l<am. woth II><> >lashed 
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,. 
\,ld···· · · ··J ii - ····· I '----L i COMPA~ I ~--t· .. , 
IVE AOOM 
A t•allit.""Uiar mom produci"S a disuihution of dayligi•! 
as inrticaterl by the dashe<l curve (rt>pealed below I. 
___ :..;._ _____ -,1 
h+-J-
Wht>n thP reflectivity of the ceiling is increaser! fpatnlerl 
wluwl 1h1~ ilhmunatiOII II'V''' •m:t''iJ51!S il\ incllt:atml hy 
the solid curvP., Tim d!strihutim• curve floilllens sorne· 
what, since the increasad ceiling reflectance increases 
illumination most toward the hack wall 
_Nd 
SKYLIGHT '---------' 
The irurorJuction of a skylight near the back wall in 
creaw.s tht> illumination in that area. lA deres1orv, 





An overhaltg can lw. used to reduce the illuruinalion 
near the windows lo a gteatet degree than ir• thP. bad. 
of the room. Another way to do this is with hor izufltal 
louvers on the exterior of the window wall or with 
interior VP.fliHian blinds. 
}:u . . 
----' l 
GAOUNO REF'LECTION 
lncreasino the ljrounfl rP.IIec.:livlly !1:' g., wilh a COII<.:tP.!" 
walk) outside I he w11~Jow will increase the yeuerallev~t 





A COLLECTION MUSEUM 
FUNCTION 





An elm::tronic: sysll:m identilir~s precUlled r.:tnl. Per 
fOfms real time fum lion when repolling to author 
ity in the Hnmediate area 
The cant wadet system will provide ahet the filet 
reportiuy when U~e~:l in conjunction wilh uutside 
. reporting authority-Police Department, etc. 
8. CombinMion doOfS I Controlled ~~~·1~--t M~h;;nical COirlbinat~;;lock, aece;-~;~i;t; 
and locks achftved by selecling !he correct push butions in 
the correct numerical sequence 
C. Patrol tour system Intrusion lire Real 
and 
alter 
A system of key actuated swilches in particular lo 
cations. Patrolman will visually survey !he ,nea 
along a Jlledr!lermim!fl route. Th~ llillrnhn.1n u•USI 
octivale switches along the rouw m a pwdcler 
mined ti111e or the system will sound alarm. The 
rnos1 simple system is a watch clock that indicate! 
each location activated and inspectetJ at a later 
date to determine if the patrolman comrteted the 
route. The more sophisticated system is electmnic 
reporting to a cP.ntral console each tune a particu 
lar location switch is activatM, allowing the secur 
ily su~visor to track the p~rolman tlnou1)h the I ........... ,. .. . 
0. Door and window Intrusion t~ ,- i);.-;_;tCi.eS-~--;--(t~~wl co;;;j,K:Jj;-.Q-j;p;.7n 
burglar alarm or windows, any internttJtion of continuity causes 
real alarm. When used wilh outside law enlo•cement 
agency may or may not provide real time base re 
JK»Iing depontling upon the tesponse of the law en· 
lorcement agency 
TPhotoeteCtflc or----~- -lrliiUSiOil ---------l~ear-·t··· Pfi~i~;li' rUi;e5 fulht he am ~~~n sender. Any i':' 
infrared detection I teuuptton of hearn sends alarm. The system ts 
fle)(ible lor indoor or outdoor use and can be a sin 
gle set of devicM Of many devices reporting to a 
system 
central annunciator. Infrared detection is similar 
eMcept that infrared is not visible light, which may 
F. Capacitance lntrusiO!l --- Real --8;1~~ el~tronic circ~""t;c~~nbalanced by 
detec:tion system 1he capacitance ol an organic body in the immedi-f have advantages in some instances 
G. Ultrasonic system j;;J;~~;~~ ----~ -eal --A i-;~nsmillet emitting high frequency so.u.,~l to a ate area 
& lbr011<l coverage) receiver. Intruder unbalances system 1nd md1cated 







an authority in the invnerliilte area. 
Similar to ultrasonic exce111 that it uses microw;wt>s 
instead of high frequency sound. Microwave will 
lravel long dislances 1150-200 ftl; ideal for long 
corrKtors. etc. 
Contar.l n;iZ,~phone system allachf!fl to particular 
object such as a safe. Anv v1brahon or noise initi 
system ~titesalarm 
J. Closed circuit ViSual Real Vi~1;;;:;;;:;.-·;s ~~~;;cted to monito~esign. 
tetevision surveillance consideratiorn include lighting levels, lens selec 
tion. switcher networks, special enclosures, and 




l. ~'l~it'!,"'fi:l~d:.! any 
desired II!Curily 
system monitoring, 













A system of mtcrophones, speakers. and amplilit>rs, 
such itS intercom. puhUc address-. audio level 
sensing 
Provides cotntJietf' status report of all building 
lunc:tium hy usn of a rnin":nmputer inld ilf\fltUlCI<I 
ton. Allows huilcling t!ll!Jineer to hilntlle building 
systen1S and security svstPIIlS from the same con 
soh~. Building security systems can be procured 
with printout to establish record of security viola 
lions f01 ahr.r the fact investi~tation Soltware 
proqrams lor the computer are a11ailahle from all 
building conttol system manufacturers to estahhsh 
alrnost any degrf!l'l of so~.thistication dt>sin~d or dif 
ferent dt.ogrees of seeuritv fur different hours nl the 
day The additional advafllaye 1S that o11e person 
has control of the entire system and can thus bet 
ter direct such conP.Ctllle action as calling the 
police. tim fiw lll~llilflnwnt. or loc.1l St'f:Lifity, as 
wt!ll as ii!llll~ the buildmy occupJuts about what 
action to take for protection. Depending on the 
software proyram, the builthng eng1neer can illso 
control the securitY access or emergency e11acua 
lion route~ in case of emergency to protect llfOIJ 
erty or hi.: 
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SECURITY SYSTEMS 
S•~•·wtly sysli~ms r.c~n only Jl<'donn the tll"Cl·W>I o! 
cunttolh•d ,K:f:I'SS, lni!USII.m .tlau". j}l'fll'l'lofl 0' "' 
t•uder 1denliliration, or lire watch SCirne wcu•·ty M 
tems perforfll oue function, while other s~~l'-'"' rt 
mult•functionmg_ In most rases, SPC\1111'1' h\lf''"' rt 
fliOViffed to iUlf)(OVf! thll CCIJ)ilhtlily Of I WCUT!Iy g;~!ll~ 
system. The most elfecti11e is a train!d sn:u•:r;· '"' 
so nne! systelll. Any other svstern is usualtv ftlt'r'' .-
aid anti has beP.n e~tahlished as a comrllom•se m.tftlrt 
to hr11it the neecl tor tramed persounel 
Tlu~ design of a security system must beb~on"" 
tilm factors 
I J ype of St~nrnty rtf't!tlt'fl •s biiSet:l or1 thr lyf~ ('' •-
cthtv. the cump;:111y's pubhc m•aqe, loc<ilton '""' .• 
IOilllll!nt. IJP.Uollnel safety, manulac!ut•ng r.•o:~<lf': 
tary sec1et security, number of work shtlu. tilt> 
type ol people employed, rnternat S('{;vntw 'to"'' 
ments, neerl lor secur1ty from external SOO'tl!f ln1 
in some msiam:es e11en pohtical ramdtcat•~ Of~ • 
of secret or dassilied materials that "'i¥ br fUI.·.rn 
to espionage or sabotage 
2 llw dl!gret> of security nt·t~d~t tlrtWn(b I'" ••uoo.-
ous lad.uu. including the localllm ot ''''! 111 l•lt .. 
hhjh risk or low risk area. which could v.fl· ,•t.w• 
the degree of ser.urity ~ed hom e~tr•~l~:>u't" 
and the need for mtet na4 securtty satpgu~rt1 .,., . ..,.. 
thctt, ratJ-e. and satJota(le. The atceptiln(r of t''f 't 
cilit y in the neighborhood can ha~r a qreilt bt.f, • ., 
on the deqree of 5ecurity needed E""plo~n~: 11' 
union labor wrth the ttClSSibillty ol lot~"''', ..-.cr 
stnke<$ would also have a bea11ng on ti•P df.r"'' ~ 
security 
3 A building desig•led with security on m•'lt:1 "''I' " 
duce the cost of an effective secu"'Y SiSitm l'"' 
building arf!a·to site rat to is alsc a dPft'lltf l,tnr.>' ft' 
security. 8UIIdutg acceo;s, type ol buoldmgwnllrl( 
tion, the pto)(imity of local lilw enlorcenlf'nt ~ 
cics, parl<ing access. and conl!ol of planned ur.-
sion are all prime factors to be r:onside•fQ 
4 The C)(tenl and degr~ of sophisl!ratton b~;olt ,.,to 1 
security system is normally controlled I'V t!'f Wll! 
of the security system versus e)(pected lrJPS A 
comjllete system of trained secu11ty. 'JU••d5 •l " 
pP11Si11e and, in many cases. canfiClt b~ fur·l«< 
therefore. other tneans of e11tend•nq tf>e gut"dl u 
pability aw necessary compromtws to t._.o t~ s-,-, 
tem·s cost in peutJectiwl with e)(pe<:ted losws CCiof 
mily not always be the mato• I actor in sela::t~ • 
curity systems. but in most instartees il COI~'P'O""'W 
rt!sults in the desire for svstf'm soph•5ticah01" arc 
Cll!Ot 
fi The availability ol personnl'l to Si!IV1CP 1'111 "'""" 
tain the selecled equitllnent shouh1 Ue tfloro<Jg'•"o 
in11estigared. Companies !hat have S('Vf'•ill viNI"•t v' 
successful maintenance and se1vice- rerord~ 1'1(; .,, 
lfiCOIIllllended by their CUSIOO"!er1 should Ill' ...... 
!he q1eatl'st consideration 
6 A pnme consilterat•on IS the re~oro~ of,..,.. lor4' 
law enforcement agency to a security alii'"' V\.,..• 
the local law enforcemf!nl age-ncy cannotllfi'IO""' 
a('!Petuatl!ly, othet al!l~matiii!JS lllU\1 hf' cfl'11•1t-•-:! 
such as 11rivatr. in'l't'1tiqatmn COIIIIHtfl•f't t'lf •"''"* 
security personnel 
7 The time basi'! of tl1e securoty S\'tll"n t•'it " M 
tirne or a lim the-fact lime, has il bearor~t Re•· to/Oft 
is the capability of notifying thr "'''ll'tf'tt~.., 
thonty in charge in time toccmtroHI•t'l'•·r,t A~,. 
the tact tilllt' is notification that an •!lfOIJ!"'ff" Iff 
curnnq, but that, because of the umP- 'f<l~"fl.' .. 
rt!spond. 11 cannot be controlled irTtrtll'd•atpl• '!If 
lf!'CtiOn ol a systl'm must be ba~ 011 tl•e lu"l:OIJI"II 
desited. Only one typl' of system nl.:J\" ~ •l'tl:..,_. 
or a combination ol many ~ystems for,.,!!',.,,,_..,. 
tmns. II rle~i11•11. all WSif~lll5 tan he COil'WI:IIP't 111r 
''" p11'1Hises monitonng company o• '"" ..,~org 
nu:~ut agency 
8 If a large security systl'm is conternpletl'd. t'JI' ''"' 
liiw enfon:cment agency an•J the tor.1l ovl..ut fit 
porting ajft'llCY should he c:onsultrd to !ktf'<"•>flt 
wl1;1t St~tvil:t'§ thP.v r.an prmide lhflif..,..."l(o!'!~l'l 
.1hn ;tdvt\t' tlte dt·~iqut•r ;1hnut thr l'llt"l''"''""' 1"11 
typl~ uf ~y~WI!I tl~o~l w11t lwu l1t tl1r•r ,,,.,1 ..,.., 
flll'thud ol operation. lhe lltilnular:turrTJ ol rht 
partit.:ufar et!Urpnwnl must also hr contattrd f'ICI 
rach type of l!ljUipment should be d•teUUI'!! 111 
spec1al CiJSI'S, morkups shoultt Oe ri'Qu•rtod tc • 
tennine wlwther the parttcular Pf)I"Ph"""' ,.I' ... 
1oM: I. pnrl011r1 .1s stated l•y tl1f' "'"'lulil\tu'ff n 








C<~~,AQ READER 4LL.OW$ SELECTED .6,CCE$$. 
01FFEAEN T PROGRAMS PR0\1101::: VAAYING 
MODES OF ACCESSIBILITY 
ACCESS CONTROL 
or~ 
ELECTRICAL SENSORS AT WINDOWS 4,NO 
OOOR$ PROVIDE PEFitMETER SECURITY 









COMBINAT/OtJ LOCt< JG ACTIVATED BY 
PUNCHING IN CORRECT NuMERiCAL 
SEQUENCE 
PHOTOCELL SENSOR ACTIVAT£S ALARM 
WHEN PERSON. ANIMAL, OR OBJECT 
INTEAHUPTS LIGHT SEAM 
~ "'
---SEND~;;:-









HUMAf--1 OA 08 IE(;TS OVER A SROA(J MtCROW"'-Vt::. SI::.N\:>OR I~ BESl SHI l"t .. O FOH 







PATROL TOuR MONITORINC> 5YSTE.t.,., 
ENSURES THAT HUMAN GUARD$ COMPLEl E 
REGIJL.:I..R TOURS PER PROGRAM. IF SOME-
THING HAPPENS TO GuAF!O BETWEEN 
STATtONS, MONITOR CAN SUMMON AID 
SYSTEMATIC PATAOL 
I IP.~~y E~-~":...~~~ 
-----.,... 
CAPACITANCE SENSOR ACTIVATES AL4RM 
BY DETECTING NATURAL EL£'CTAICAL 
PHENOMENON OF' HUMAN BODY 
VIBRATION IJE:TECTOR, MOUNTE"O ON ITEM 
ft') fit- MONt H.:.Re-.D. PICK~ UP MII-~<JT£ 
V16AA lle>I'IS AN(J S0~)N0S C.C.UG£0 BY 
T.LU.APf~AtNG 
INTAUDEA OETE.CTION --------------------------
CAMERAS COVER EACH 
01'r1ER TU PRE:11toNT 
TAMPE~'N(; lm / 
litM(')Il. M'lfil/(olf / 
MUST UL VIlA f<~I·H:U ., 
c 
CL.OS£0 CtRCUIT TEL.EVISI~N PROVIOES 
CONSTAN'T VISUAL. ~IIAVEILL.l:.NC£ OF 
L.l<l"'Gt:. $PACE.b MC•NITORit~li PEA~(JN 
C.6-N •OEf-4 TtF Y PEFn;_.r)Nf'-ICl, C•8SEA'/I:: 
CRIMES, FIR£.: OuT'BRE.At<:, RVOENT 
""tFES'fAliON 
GE:NEFtAL SURVEILLANCE 
INTEGRATED SECuRITY CONSOl-E 
CAN SE ASSEMBLED F"ROM 
COMP.:>t..IL:NTS RE:QUIR£0 FOR 
INOIVIOUAL SUit...DlNG OR 
MIJL TIBUILOING SECURITY 
PROGRAM. Mi;:Ct-iANICAL AND 
Et-..EC rRICAi- EQUIPMENT CAN 
ALSO BE MONITORED IN 
CClN.ItiNCTION WITH S.ECURITY 
EQUif'MENT 
nw c •. ,. .. , .... , ··•.·n~··~~•·. Will It 
~.lA) Ft.I.J l'f·H}I'I-~U Y, HI LPt, 
EhibURE T HA f ALARMS ANO 
WARNtNU:;. FROM f'.A.R FLUNG 
Ot:: rt:CT!CtN DEVICES WILl- BE 
QLtiCI<LY IHCNCE. Ef"FECTIVELYI 
Ht::EOEO 
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